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ABSTRACT/
-?The shock loading in ships and the response of shipboard machinery were measured during

Shots Wahoo and Umbrella to: (1) determine safe- and shock-damage ranges, particularly
with respect to shipboard machinery and equipment, for delivery of antisubmarine nuclear
weapons by destroyers and submarines; (2) dotermine'the intensity and character of the
shock motions on a submarine and on a merchant ship under quasi-lethal attack by an un-
derwater nuclear explosion; and (3) acquire shock-motion data and correlate such data with
other measurements and with theory in order to extrapolate the results to other attack
geometries. -- • k ' /

Seven ships, a submarine model (Squaw), and a barge (YFNB) v-',ae equipped with 349
velocity time recorders and shock spectrum recorders and 44 high-speed motion-picture
cameras. The primary target ships were three destroyers -DD474, DD593, and DD592
-and a merchant ship, EC2. These ships were taken from the reserve fleet. The main
and auxiliary machinery in the destroyers was carefully overhauled rnd activated for the
operation. Much of the remaining equipment including all electronic equipment was re-
moved. The equipment in the EC2 was neither overhauled nor activated. The remaining
instrumented ships consisted of two commissioned destroyers and a submarine.

For Shot Wahoo all of the instrumented ships with the exception of the Squaw and barge
were employed. Complete shock motion data 'vas obtained on only five of the seven ships,
owing to the failure of radio-transmitted instrument-starting signals on the DD474 and
DD592. The EC2, brosdside at a range of 2,400 feet from surface zero, was immobilized;
the main and auxiliary t quipment was completely disabled although only minor hull damage
occurred. Propulsion machinery on the DD474, the nearest destroyer, at a range of 3,000
feet, was somewhat misalined a. a result of deformation of holddoin bolts and brackets.
Electronic and ordkance equipment was damaged on operating destroyers at ranges as far
as 18,000 feet from surface zero. For ships located more than about 4,000 feet from sur-
face zero, the shock motions produced by a pressure wave reflected from the ocean bottom
were more severe than the motions produced by the shock wave transmitted directly from
the burst. The operating submarine SSK3, at periscope depth at a range of 18,000 feet re-
ceived light damnage.

Seven unmanncd target ships were employed for Shot Umbrella, including DD474, DD592,
DD593, SSK3, and EC2, which had pieviously participated during Wahoo. In addition,
Squaw 29, a %/1-sc&le short model of the SS563 class of submarine, was placed in the array
and submerged to periscope depth. Some instruments were installed to measure the shock
motions of YFNB12, the instrument barge used for housing recording and control equipment
for Squaw 29.

Data was obtained on all targets during Shot Umbrella.

Light damage occurred
on the DD592 at a range of 3,000 feet. Additional damage occurred to the EC2 (which had
received immobilizing danjago during Wahoo) at a range of 1,700 feet. Squaw 29, at a dis-
tance of 1,640 feet, was within the range of immobilizing damage. Only light damage oc-
curred on SSK3, submerged to periscope depth at a range of 2,800 feet.



The following conclusions with respect to shock damage to machinery and equipment
were drawn.

1. The shock damaging canges for ships from underwater explosions depend greatly on
the design and condition nf the machinery and equipment as well as on charge size, burst
depth, waterdepth, and the like. - ", ' , -•, , '

1... " . ,
2. Immobilization of a destroyer would be expected to occur at a range of 2,900 feet

from a device detonating in isovelocity water at a depth of 500 feet. Ranges are
given ab horizontal ranges from surface zaro to the center of the ship. /

3.: Temperature gradients in the water increase or decrease the damage ranges,Le.g.,
at Enlwetok the range for moderate damage was 10 percent less than the above value. At
Bermuda in January the expected range would be 7 percent greater.

4. Immobilization of a destroyer would be expected to occur at a range of 1,800 feet
from a ýdevice detonating on the ocean bottom at a depth of 140 feet.

5. Information on shock damage on operating submarines is scant, and estimates of
damaging ranges for submarines are subject to a large element of uncertainty. However,
it is estimated that immobilization of a submarine would be expected to occur at a range
of approximately 1,750 feet from a device detonating on the ocean bottom at a depth
of 140 feet, if thi: submarine were submerged to a depth of 50 feet to the keel.

6. The range of immobilizing damage for a submarine submerged to a keel depth of 50
feet in isovelocity water at least 3,000 feet deep, delivering a device that detonates
at a depth of 500 feet, is estimated to be 3,300 feet for a broadside submarine.

7. Submarines at periscope depth and surface ships will be disabled by shock damage
to ship equipment at ranages at which no significant hull damage occurs.

8. Supports for propulsion machinery on World War II destroyers are particularly
susceptible to shock damage from nuclear explosions.

9. Gyrocompasses are vulnerable to shock at low shock levels.
10. In general, the propulsion and navigational machinery on merchant ships is partic-

ularly susceptible to damage from underwater explosions. This results in part from the
use of brittle materials and in part from the lack of consideration of shock resistance in
design.



FOREWORD

This report presents the final results of one of the projects participating in the military-
effect programs of Operation Hardtack. Overall information about this and the other
i.0.9tary-effect projects can be obtained from ITR-1660, the "Summary Report of the
Commander, Task Unit 3." This technical summary includes: (1) tables listing each
detonation with its yield, type, environment, meteorological conditions, etc.; (2) maps
showing shot locations; (3) discussions of results by programs; (4) summaries of objec-
tives, procedures, results, etc., for all projects; and (5) a listing of project reports for
the military-effect programs.

PREFACE

The planning and execution of this project were carried out by the Shock Branch of the
Structural Mechanics Laboratory of the David W. Taylor Model Basin. Important contri-
butions were made by B. F. Von Bernewitz, C. E. Lemich, C. M. Atchison, S. C. Atchison,
M.A. Yow, K.P. Shorrow, and D. D. Young, YN1, U.S. Navy.

The valuable suggestions and assistance of Dr. W. J. Sette and the keen interest of LCDR
J. F. Clarke, U.S. Navy, are gratefully acknowledged.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose of this project was to obtain data on the effects of nuclear explosions
on ships, particularly from the standpoint of shock damage to machinery and equipment, to
be used to check theory and to increase the knowledge bf shock phenomena and effects.
Accomplishment of the purpose would enable more reliable predictions of the effects of
nuclear attack and increase the reliability of extrapolation to other attack situations. In
addition, it would provide design information that might be used as a better basis for "shock
"hardening" of ships.

1.1 OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of the project were as follows:

1. To determine safe ranges and ranges for moderate damage for delivery of antisub-
marine nuclear weapons by destroyers in shallow and in deep water, particularly from the
standpoint of shock damage to vital machinery and equipment.

2. To determine safe ranges for delivery of antisubmarine nuclear weapons by subma-
rines in shallow and in deop water, particularly from the standpoint of shock damage to
vital machinery and equipment.

3. To determine the intensity and character of shock motions on an EC2 merchant ship
at quasi-lethal range for the hull under nuclear attack in both shallow and deep water.

4. To determine the intensity and character of shock motions on a submerged subma-
rine model (Squaw) at quasi-lethal range under nuclear attack in shallow water.

5. In general, to obtain shock-motion data on ship structure, machinery, and equip-
ment for correlation with observed pressures and theories so that the results of available
nuclear tests can be extrapolated to other geometries and ships.

1.2 BACKGROUND

A ship may be rendered inoperative by heavy hull damage or by the disruption of vital
equipment through mechanical shock. Such shock may be caused by the underwater explo-
sion of a chemical or nuclear weapon. Some information on shock from underwater nuclear
devices was obtained during Operations Wigwam and Crossroads. Operation Hardtack af-
forded an opportunity to extend the data and to permit a more reliable extrapolation to
more generalized attack conditions.

The shock problem was brought sharply into focus at the beginning of World War II At
that time, equipment was disabled by shock waves produced by the remote explosion of the
newly developed German influence mines. In order to better define the p'roblem, some
measurements of shock motion prnduced by near-miss explosions were made during the
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war by the David Taylor Model Basin (DTM2). The test vehicles, a submerged submarine
and several destroyers, were subjected to simulated attact" by depth charges (References
1 and 2).

It was soon realized that these few measurements were insufficient and that a more
basic approachpo the problem was needed. The scope of the problem is indicated by the
many variables, such as the differences in type of structures to which equipment is at-
tached on a ship, types of construction and materials in equipment, types of ships, size

*" and composition of weapons, depth of water and type of bottom, as well as differences in
attack geometries. A thorough understanding of shock phenomena and the response of
ship's equipment and mechanical systems was necessary. To achieve understanding,
measurements on different types of ships with both nuclear and chemical devices are
necessary.

A study of the shock motions produced by underwater explosion or airburst of a nuclear
device was first made by DTMB during Operation Crossroads. During this operation, suc-
cessful recordings of the shock motions as a function of time at several locations were
made on four APA's, essentially merchant-type ships (Reference 3). In addition, a few
-ecordings were made of shock spectra on these and other target ships (Reference 4). How-
ever, the target instrument effort for Operation Crossroads was small, compared to that
planned for Hardtack.

More extensive data on shock from underwater detonation of a nuclear device was ob-
rtained during Operation Wigwam (References 5 and 6). During Wigwam, simplified sub-

49 mailne targets (Squaws) were used in place of actual submarines. Instrumental measure-
ments were obtained of the shock motion produced in the targets, which were equipped
with weights simulating main machinery. Inasmach as three YFNB instrument bar es
were the only surface ships in the test array, they were also instrumented.

The Wigwam tests showed that there were several successive shock-excitations of the
targets. At close ranges the shock wave transmitted directly through the water produced
the greater shock motion; however, at longer ranges a later motion caused by a shock wave
reflected from the ocean floor was nearly as severe as that due to the direct wave. The
vertical motions of the YFNB's were observed to be approximately that of the computed
vertical motion of the surface water near the barges.

"During 1952 and 1953, underwater shock tests were conducted on a fleet-type submarine,
USS Ulua (SS428), with conventional high-explosive charges (References 7 through 11). For
these tests, the ship was submerged to periscope depth, and depth charges were detonated
at various ranges. Unfortunately, the ship was incomplete at the time of the test; very few
items of equipment were installed. Consequently, insufficient information as to the vul-
nerability of equipment was obtained. The tests did indicate that an operating submarine

•- would be disabled as a result of equipment damage at a range more than twice as great as
"that required to rupture the hull. In Reference 6 comparisons of shock eifects on a sub-

"-7 marine from conventional and nuclear weapons were made.
Underwater-explosion shock tests have been conducted by DTMB on a variety of urface

ships. Tests "ith conventional explosives were made on the I3S Niagara (APA87), a lor-
mer Crossroads target (Reference 12), USS Boston (CAGI) (Reference 13), or. a series of
wooden-huli minesweepers (Reference 14), and on one of the YFNB's prior to Operation

*: 4 Wigw•m (Reference 15). In the last test, an attempt was made to approximate, with a con-
ventioral explosive, the shock produced during a nuclear test.

During December 1957, underwater-explosion tests were conducted on the USS Gyatt
(DDG1), ex DD712. For these tests 1,800-pound spherical charges of TNT were detonated
a; progressively smaller range3 from 565 to 320 feet. Although the primary purpose of
this tesc was to evaluate th:" shock strength of the missile system, instruments were
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installed in positions similar to those on the Hardlack destroyer targets. Becau:se Gyatt
was similar in construction to the Hardtack destroyers, the data obtained (Reference 13)
"is of value in comparing the shock produced by spherical charges and nuclear weapons.

Data from the %, yatt test was compared with that obtained during the Opei-ation Hardtack
Projec,3.1 tapered-charge tests on DD592 in January 1958 (Reference 17) off Santa Cruz
Island, California, in which DTMB participated.

In October 1957, underwater-explosion tests were conducted against a modified Liberty
•*; ', ship (Reference 18). During these tests, simulated large mines were detonated at ranges

, •! up to lethal for the hull. Miasurements were made of the shock motion at some positions
similar to those instrumented on the EC2 for Hardtack.

_4 i1.3 THEORY
Estimates of the effects from Shots Wahoo and Umbrella, which were needed for the

placement of ship targets, were based primarily on the-results of two previous nuclear
tests, Operation Wigwam and Shot Baker of Operation Crossroads.

1.3.1 Shot Wahoo. In Operation Wigwam a device with a yield of about 32 kt was fired
at a depth of 2,000 feet in water approximately 15,000 feet deep. The pressure field pro-
duced in the water some distance from the explosion was found to be similar to the pressure
field expected from a charge of 46 million pounds of TNT (65 percent of the calculated
yield), and the shock wave was found to propagate outward from the explosion along acous-
tic ray paths (Reference 19). A pressure wave reflected from the ocean bottom was ob-
served, and the effects of the reflected wave could be explained by assigning an average
reflection coefficient (pressure ratio) of about 20 percent to the ocean bottom. The meas-
ured bodily motions of the targets (Squaws ana YFNB's) were found (Reference 6) to agree
fairly well with the vertical velocity of the water near the targets, computed from free-
field prAssurea,.

The ,size of the bomb used for Shot Wahoo would cause lower peak pressures at
a given standoff, and its shallower placement would decrease the duration of the pressure
pulse before cutoff due to surface reflection. The effects of the initial shock wave were
thus expected to be considerably less severe at a gilen range than for Wigwam.

The depth of water for Wahoo, however, made the bottom reflection of greater
importance, inasmuch as it caused the shock wave to
be reflectea more obliquely iium the ocean bottom. It was algo believed that the coral bot-
tom might have a reflection coefficient approaching 100 percent at oblique incidence.

No significant airblast effects were expected.

1.3.2 Shot Umbrella. Comparison between Umbrella and Shot Baker of OperationCross-

roads was not as clear cut as the comparison between Wahoo and Wigwam. Pressurs-time

N results trom Shot Baker were not sufficient to allow measured ship velocities to be corre-
lated with impulses, and the peak-pressure data indicated that the pressure field was

. strongly influenced by nonlinear surface and bottom effects.
Several significant phases of shock motion were observed during Shot Baker. The first

Smotion of the target ships wa. gradual and upward. It was associated with the transmission
of a wave through the bottom if the lagoon. This phase was followed by motions due to the
direct shock wave and to a reflection from the bottom, Other unidentified motions were
apparently associated with reflections from harder layers below the lagoon-bottom or with

'.• ciosure of cavitation. Motionb produced by airblast from a shock wave produced in the air
•- at the surface of the lagoon were also observed.
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"the Umbrella charge was fired on
the bottom in about 140 feet of water, whereas the charge for Shot Baker was fired at 90-
foot depth in 1.89 feet of water. The results of the difference in depths and the effects of
the bottom were difficult to assese. On the basis of Crossroads observation (Reference 3)

- - it seemed possible that the impi.lse to cutoff at the bottom of a target ship, computed from
"I . purely acoustic (linear) theory, would be a reliable indication of the momentum acquired

by the ship (Section 1.4.1).
Airblast effects for Umbrella were estimated to be less severe than for Shot Baker and

to be less significant than underwater-shock effects at any range.

1.4 SELECTION OF TARGET RANGES

The ranges for the target ships in Wahoo and Umbrella were established mainly by a
special positioning panel sponsored by Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP).
(The panel consisted of CAPT C. G. Mendenhall, USN, Chairman; LCDR J. F. Clarke,
Secretary; CDR R.C. Gooding, USN; Lt Col E. Pickering, USA, or his alternate, CDR

"" R. Gonzalez, USN; A.H. Keil; WJ. Sette; and W.J. Thaler.) Placement of the EC2 was
governed by hull-damage considerations as predicted by the Underwater Explosions Re-
search Division of Norfolk Naval Shipyard, and the placement of Squaw 29 and SSK3 is
described in Reference 20. It is instructive to review here some of the colisiderations

* entering into the selection of the ranges for the three unmanned destroyers.

1.4.1 Target Positions, Shot Wahoo. Placement of the target destroyers for Wahoo was
based on Wigwam results. Reference. 6 reports that the peak vertical velocities measured
on the YFNB instrument barges during Operation Wigwam were approximately equal to the
calculated vertical velocity of the water displaced by the barges. Although other experi-

. ence indicated that, owing to overshoot in dynamic systems, peak velocities measured on
a ship's structure could be greater than the bodily velocity of the ship, it seemed desirable
"nevertheless on a tentative basis to adopt surface water velocity as a criterion of damage

'* potential. The concept of shock facttr used for estimating shock velocities produced by
chemical charges seemed inappropriate because of the lack of a simple relationship be-
tween shock factor and velocity in the Wigwam test results.

As indicated in Reference 6, the peak upward velocity of a small floating body can be
calculated by dividing the impulse in the initial pulse of pressure by the mass of the body,
as determined by the water it displaces. For the special case of a slowly decaying shock
wave of peak pressure po which is cut off at time T, the Impulse per area is given ap-
proximately by poT, and the resulting upward velocity may be written

V=-2V p- cos E (1.1)K- if T is taken as the cutoff time at the bottom of target. Equation 1.1 is recognized as the
vertical velocity of the surface water in the acoustic approximation,

Where: p0 = a computed peak free-field pressure

p = density of water
K..,c = the velocity of sound in water

0 = the angle of incidence of the shock wave at t-e water surface, measures be-
tween the direction of travel of the shock wave and the vertical
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in the absence of refraction etfocts, p. can be computed from standtard TNT formulas
for a charge of W pounds of TNT at depth-d in feet and slant range from the surface R in
feet. The equation for the bodily motion of a target then becomes

V = 620 d f_ t/sec (1.2)

In accordance with Wigwam results, the TNT equivalent for Shot Wahoo was taken as
percent of the calculated yield.

The revels of velocity corresponding to various degrees of material damage from shock
were known only approximately. Available data suggested that damage to combat ships
would be imimobilizing above 10 ft/see, that operational damage that would prevent the ship
from carrying out her rn!.zdion effectively would occur between 5 and 10 ft/sec, and that
moderate to.ligh. damage would occur below 5 ft/sec. Accordingly it was believed that the
DD474 should be placed at a range where the estimated velocity would be greater than 5 and
less than 10 ft/sec.

The above estimates relating velocity with damage were unfortunately based on only a
small amount of experimental data obtained during explosive tests on ships that were car-
ried into the range of heavy damage to equipment. No very damaging shock tests have been
conducted on operating U. S. combatant ships. The correlation is consequently based large-
ly on British test data.

Another consideration governing the placement of the destroyers was the danger of shock
1 resulting from the pressure wave reflected from the bottom. If the bottom were hard, the

reflected wave was expected to produce greater vertical velocities than would the direct
"shock wave, because it would strike the targets less obliquely. It seemeddesirable to
spread out the array to large enough ranges so that a strong reflected wave could not do
much damage to the most distant target.

One other requirement was that all three of the target destroyers be returned to the
Reserve Fleet upon completion of the tests. It was hoped that widespread shock damage
could be achieved without significant hull damage.

It was decided early in the planning of Operation Hardtack that one of the destroyers
"should be broadside. Crossroads data seemed to indicate that ships broadside to the charge
were more susceptible to shock damage than were end-on ships.

In view of the various factors above, it was agreed by the positioning panel that tb•e first

*O •estroyerwahould be end-on at 3,000 feet. At :his rangg. Equation 1.2 predicted a velocity
#or the direct wave and a velocity or the wave reflected from the

Ocean bott-om, assuming a reflection coefficiernt of 60 percent. It was feared that hull
damage might occur at a closer range.

"A range of 5,000 feet was selected for the broadside destroyer. At this range the shock
motions resulting from the reflected wave were expected to be considerably more severe
than those from the direct wave. However, response to the direct wave was expected to
yield information bearing on Project 3.1 tests off Santa Cruz Island earlier in the year
(Reference 17).

The third destroyer was placed at 9,000 feet for the study of radioactiv, fallout. At
this distance the effects of the direct wave would be negligible and the reflected wave would
do little damage even if the reflection coefficient were higher than estimated.

Table 1.1 lsts briefly some of the preliminary estimates of shock intensity at target
locations originally chosen for the test. The values shown in the table were computed from
Equation 1.2 and do not include effects due to refraction of the shock wave, Refraction ef-
",ects for the direct wave were estimated to cause a lowering of the vertical velocity by

about 5 percent at a range of 2,300 feet, and for the reflected wave to cause a lowering of
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the velocity by less than 6 percent at any range less than 9,000 feet. Focusing due to cur-
"vature of the ocean bottom at the Wahoo site was-estimated to cause an increase in the
"velocity, because of the reflected wave, ranging from 5 percent at the nearest target to
"15 percent at the farthest target. Inasmuch as, the reflected wave might produce the most
severe shock motions on all target ships, the decrease in severity of the dirsct wave due to
refraction at ranges beyond 2,300 feet was not considered to be a factor in target placement.

Reflection coefficients used in the calculations were chosen mainly on the basis of theo-
-4.. rectical values for a fluid interface corresponding to a hard coral bottom.

1.4.2 Target Positions, Shot Umbrella. Placement of the target destroyers for Um-
brella was based largely on the results of Operation Crossroads. The USS MayranL(DD402)
at 2,600 feet bow-on sustained moderate damage, and the USS Mustin (DD413) broadside at
3,900 feet sustained only light damage. Because of the smaller yield of Umbrella, the
equivalent damago would be expected at a smaller distance. This, however, was offset to
some extent by the greater depth of the bomb. Consequently, the closest target, DD474,
was placed at 2,000 feet stern-on and the DD592 was placed at 3,000 feet broadside. The
DD593 was placed at a range of 8,000 feet, primarily for measurement of radiological con-

tamination. The EC2 was broadside at 1,600 feet.

TABLE 1.1 PRESHOT ESTIMATES FOR SHOT WAHOO

Location from
"S".ip Surface Zero.:.. Ship

Range Azimuth

"ft degree

EC2 2,300 30
DD474 3,000 248
"DD592 5,000 248
"DD593 9,000 248

SSK3 10,500 248
DD728 15,000 140

-. " SS392 20,000 175
DD886 21,000 205

"Refraction effects not included. Retraction would cause
a decrease in each of the indicated velocities, but primarily
for the direct wave.

t Reflection coefficient taken as 60 percent (pressure ratio)
for the two closest target positions, and 70 percent for the
remaining positions.
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. Chapter 2

PROCEDURE

In order to accomplish the objectives, the shock motions of items of simulated and actual
equipment, their fcundations and suppor-,ng structures, including hull, bulkheads, decks,
and superstructure, were recorded as a function of time on seven ships for Shots Wahoo
and Umbrella. In addition, the shock spectra associated with these structures and equip-
ment were recorded by means of shock-sprectrum recorders. High-speed motion pic-
tures were made of the response of selected equipment.

2.1 OPERATIONS

Extensive measurements of sb.hck motions were made on various target ships moored
in comparatively deep water outsiwe the lagoon for Shot Wahoo and in shallow water inside
the lagoon for Shot Umbrella. In addition, a few measurements of shock motion were made

4ý on two destroyers and a submarine, which were operated in the test area during Wahoo.
During January 1958, the project participated in tapered-charge tests .off the coast of

California. The data was used as a basis' for determining the effectiveness of tapered
charges for simulating shock produced in a surface ship by an underwater nuclear explo-
sion (Reference 17).

The instrumented ships for both shots were the DD474 (USS Fullam), DD592 (USS
Howorth), DD593 (USS Killen), EC2 (SS Michael Moran), and SSK3 (USS Bonita). In addi-
tion, two operational destroye,'s-DD728 (USS Mansfield) and DD886 (USS Orleck)-were
instrumented only for Wahoo, ,,nd Squaw 29 and YFNB12 only for Umbrella.

The target DD's were Woek\c War II ships taken from the Reserve Fleet for Hardtack.
They have an overall length of 3, , feet, a maximum breadth of 39.5 feet, and a design
draft of 12.5 feet. Examinatior. of the hulls prior to outfitting for Hardtack showed that
they were all in good condition. For the tests, main and auxiliary machinery was checked

... and activated. The machinery, 'a the forward engine room was operated during the tests.
"The starboard prop3lltr was replaced with a disk of the same diameter to allow the shaft
to turn at about 400 rpm withoat 'thrust. Automatic controls were substituted for the man-

i_ ual controls, so that tiie equipmeht in the forward engine room could be operated during
___ the shots without persunnel abca.rd, Machinery in the after engine room, with the excep-

tion of a package-type turbogene rat.,• specially installed and operated on DD474, was not
operated. However, all machiner,, vdas checked before and after each shot. Exý,-ting elec-
tronic equipment., which was corsidered obsolete, was removed from the ships, and no

1<' replacements were provided. As a result, information as t*, the ability of this vital and
frequently fragile type of equipmoi,,t to ,•rithstand shock was not obtained.

The two operating destroyers vat \oare i•strumented were fully manned and operated
during the tests. However, because (,I EL.ir large ranges, the equipment received only
"light shocks.

The EC2 was a World War I1 Libei t, ship that was taKen from the "Maritime Commis-
sion mothball fleet for the tests. ?o,- hbll was examined in drydock and reported to be
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in good condition. Unlike the DD's, machinery and equipment were not activated. The
holds were ballasted to approximate a loaded mean draft condition of 21 /2 feet.

The Squaw 29 and YFNB12 were targets previously prepared for and useC during Opera-
tion Wigwam (References 5 and 6). TVie Squaw 29 was a specially built four-compartment
submarinelike target, consisting of two cylindrical test sections and two conical end sec-
tions. The design of the test sections , .s based on that of the SS563 class of submarines.
However, the diameter and scantlings were 4% those of the SS563, and the hull stiffeners
were internal rather than external. Each test sectibn had an inside diameter of 14 feet

.,. V 40/4 Inches and aXlength of 29 feet. The overall length of the pressure hull was 121.5 feet.
Major items of the propulsion machinery of the SS567 (of later type than those on SS563)

were simulated on Squaw 29 by cast steel weights. Items simulated were the three main
engine generators and the two propulsion motors, each on 4/5 scale. Each simulated en-
gine generator weighed 11,900 pounds, and each simulated motor weighed 25,000 pounds.
The mass loads were located in the after test section. Each weight was supported by a

~' i. foundation scaled from the SS567. The port engine generator was isolated from its founda-
tion by means of six EES A6L resilient mountings. The center and starboard engine gen-
erators were each mounted with 26 bolts of V/8-inch diameter; Class B steel bolts were
used for the center engine generator and HG steel bolts for the starboard engine generator.

.4,. Each motor had 12 bolts of 1-inch diameter; the bolts were of HG steel for the port motor
and of Alloy 2 tor the starboard motor. The frequencies and vibration characteristics of
these items are given in Reference 21.

The YFNB (whose principal function was to serve as a recording-Instrument platform)
was instramented to a limited degree for the measurement of hull response and shock mo-
tions. It was a double-bottomed, longitudinally framed barge 260 feet long and 48 feet
wide with an average draft of 40 feet.

4..,,) The SSK3 was a killer submarine built after World War IT. It was similar in construc-
tion to the fleet-type ship but considerably shorter. The smaller length considerably sim-
plified the problem of supporting the ship from the surface for the test. The pressure hull
was circular, had an internal diameter of 15 feet, and was fabricated from medium steel
(35.7-pound plate) with a specified minimum yield strength of 34,000 psi. The collapse

depth was about 700 feet (Reference 22). The ship was fully equipped and in commission.
It was manned, and its equipment was operated during Wahoo. For Umbrella the ship was
not manned and the equipment was not operated. Equipment was operated and checked be-

- fore submerging and after resurfacing following the shots. The I rimary purpose for in-
cluding this ship in the test was to verify a prediction of safe range for equipment from the

device. it was therefore important that the effects of shock on equipment be carefully
evaluated.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

To accomplish the projecL objectives, the shock motion as a function of time, the shock
spectra produced on each target ship, and the response of selected items of equipment were
determined. The project included the determination of the shock motions and response at
representative locations on the three target DD'a, PC2, Squaw, YFNB12, and SSK3 and

* 1 on two operating destroyers. Approximately 349 instruments and 44 high-speed motion-
picture cameras were used. The characteristics of the instruments are listed in Table 2.1.

To permit rearraxzgement of the targets after the first shot, if desired, basically simi-
lar installations were made on the innermost and outermost target DD's. To permit closer

V.4 ."*study of the shock produced by tapered charges, additional instruments were installed on
DD592. These were also used during the nuclear tests.
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Because of the need for a large number of instruments under difficult environmental
conditions, types were chosen largely on the basis of reliability and simplicity. Pi.tkups
and recording instruments susceptible to damage from- dampness or sensitive to spurious
mechanical, electrical, or acousti4:l.! s'gnals were avoided.

The system for measuring the shock motion produced during the test consisted essen-
tially of a TMB bar-magnet velocity meter whose output was recorded without the use of
amplifiers on film in a multichannel electromagnetic (string) oscillograph.

"-; 2.2.1- Velocity Meters. Velocity meters were chosen as the primary instrument for
"measuring shock motion, because velocity as a function of time has been found to be the
most useful parameter for characterizing shipboard shock motions. Peak accelerations
can be measured from the slopes of the records, anýi displacements can be determined by
integration. In recording shipboard shock motion, it has been frequently found that the
comparatively high accelerations associated witti the higher frequency modes of motion
tend to obscure the generally more important lower frequency modes of motion, which have
associated with them lower accelerations but greater displacements. An accelerometer
with a sufficiently wide frequency range has either a low sensitivity or a high-impedance
output. In either case an electronic amplifier is necessary, and if many channels are re-
quired, the recording system becomes complex. On the other hand, the velocity meters
used were rugged and reliable and pr=,dueed sufficient output to drive a string galvanometer
without amplifiers.

The TMB bar-magnet velocity meter consisted of a long rod-shaped alnico permanent
magnet with one of its poles in a coaxial cylindrical coil. A spring mounting permittea the
magnet to move along the axis of the coil, which was attached rigidly to the base of the in-
strument. Motions of the base produced a voltage in the coil proportional to the relative

. "velocity between the coil and magnet. The output voltage was recorded directly on an os-
cillograph, to obtain a time history of the velocity.

=.= The springs used i;. the instrument to suspend the magnet tended to cause the magnet to

follow the motion n; *he f-ame. It was consequently desirable to keep the natural frequency
of the magnet-spting sysern as low as possible. The natural frequency of the seismic
element of the TMB metei was approximately 3 cps.

The velocity meters were bolted to mounting plates, which were welded to the structure
whose velocity was measured. A typical velocity-meter installation is shown in Figure 2.1.

All ve!...ity meters were calibrated by the drop-test method. In this test the output
voitage prodcced in the pickup coils was recorded as the magnet (with springs detached)
fell frely in the weter. This calibration permittod the determination of the sensitivity of
the •-eter along di entire stroke between magnet and coil, but did not apply a -hock ex-
citatioa to tbe meter. To supplement this calibration a random sample of the meters was
also camibrted on a ballistic pendulum. In this test the meters were subjected to step
changes in vel, city ranging up to 14 ft/sec in amplitude and with a rise time of 0.3 msec.
Th(4 response of the meter and recording instruments to this shock excitation resulted in
a 0.5-m..,c rise with a 13-percent overshoot. This response was adequate for measuring
shipboard shock motions.

On the target ships, each velocity meter was connected to a cable that carried the signal
"to a central velocity-meter control panel in the recording center. The control panel was
used to anjust sensitivity and to provide calibration signals on the oscillograph records.

li Squaw 29 the velocity meters were connected to terminal boards in the forward com-
partment. From each board the signals were conducted through a specialcable to a string
oscillograph in the recording center on YFNB12.

The recording films in the string oscillographs were protected from the effects of
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radioactivity by housing the oscillographs in lead cases 3 inches thick. These cases were
installed on a resiliently mounted platform, which limited shock accelerations at the os-
cillograph to 4 g and was effective for displacementsup to 24 inches (Reference 23). A
typical installation of a string oscillograpph, lead housing, and auxiliary equipment mounted
on a resilient table on the DD592 is shovo.i in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2 Shock-Spectrum Recorders. At almhnt c.'.ry vel'-city-meter location, a TMB
.5 ." shock-spectrum recorder was used to provide data for obtaining shock spectra. A typical
.'- shock-spectrum recorder installed on the DD592 is shown without its protective cover in

"Figure 2.1.
The basic shock-spectrum recorder is an auutograpric se.f-centained instrument, which

requires no power. It records the peak relative disphecen• s of a series of 10 weighted
cantilever reeds, each of which approximates a single-,ie, riee-of-freedom mechanical sys-
tem having a particular natural frequency from 20 to 450 ý :. The displacements are
scribed on waxed paper. From the peak displacement of eaCb reed, Its maximur= absolute
acceleration is computed. Maximum acceleration plotted as a !unction of reed trequency
is called shock spectrum. For Hardtack an electric mr.tor drive was provided to drive the
paper on some recorders. This arrangement s.parated the recordings produced by suc-

cessive shock pulses.

2.2.3 High-Speed Motion-Picture Cameras. Fairchild high-speed motion-picture cam

X. eras were used to photograph the shock motion of seiected equipment on three DD's, the

C: EC2, the SSK3, and the Squaw. Each camera was placed in a lead housing, which in turn
was resilienth- mounted in a specially designed fram'e. The cameras operated at a rate of
about 1,000 frames/sec. For Wahoo, Eastman TRI-X was used. Because the illumination

S'" provided within the target ships was found to be sufficient to permit the use of lower speed
film, Plus-X which was less sensitive to radiation was substituted for Umbrella. The
change was made primarily because of the greater radiation levels expected from fallout

* , on this shot, particularly because the target distances were smaller than for Wahoo. A
typical camera installation is shown in Figure 2.3.

2.3 INSTRUMENTr LOCATIONS

The locations of velocity meters and shock-spectrum recorders on the nine ships that
were instrumented are shown in Tables 2.2 through 2.10. High-speed motion-picture cam-
eras were installed on six of the ships, as indicated in Tables 'A.11 through 2.15.

Profile and section views of the ships shoving approximate locations of the instruments
are shown in Figures 2.4 through 2.9.

2.4 OPERATION OF RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Oscillographs, high-speed motlon-,picture cameras, and motorized shock-spectrum re-
corders installed on the target ships were powered by storage batteries that were independ-
ent of the ships' power systems. On the main target ships the recording instruments were
operated automatically by means of sequence timers. Operation of the sequence timers
was initiated by relay closures furnished by Edgerton, Germeshausen and Grier, •, .
(EG&G) by means of a radio link.

The r.cording instruments for SSK3, DD728, and DD886 were started manually for Shot
Wahoo. For "hot Umbrella an EG&G radio receiver was installed on a barge adjacent to
the SSK.3, and relay signals were transmitt a to the sequence timer on the SSK3 by a cable.
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Radio signals provided by EG&G included a fiducial zero-time signal to indicate the time-K
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TABLE 2.1 DESCRIPTION OF MEASURING AND RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Velocity Meter

.,Purpose Transduces shioboard shock motion into an'electrical signal which is recorded on a time basis.

Operation A voltage is induced by relative velocity between a coil and a seismically suspended magnet.

Types TMB bar-magnet meter; TMB version of British meter.

Calibration Each meter is individual:y calibrated in the laboratory by allowing the seismic element to far;
freely under gravity.

Accuracy Voltage is proportional to relative velocity to within 5 percent up to at least 20 ft/sec and 1000
cps and over the entire relative displacement allowed.

Limitations The seismic element is suspended with a natural frequency of about 3 cps and its motion begins
to be appreciable about 25 msec after the beginning of a hock motion. Relative displacement
of the seismic element is limited to about'4 in. (bar-magnet Peter) or 1.6 in. (British meter)
"and the element "bottoms" against stops at each end of its travel. Severe motions perpendicu-
lar to the sensitive axis of the meter may cause the seismic element to strike the inside of the
coil form (bar-magnet meter) or will increase the frictional forces in the guide rollers for the seis-
"mic element (British meter), Corrections for these effects my be made.

Acc-szories A control panel contains a resistor for adjusting the signal current, a switch for inserting a calibra-
tion voltage (accurate to i percent), and circuits for controlling the field current required to er-r-

____-__ gize the magnet in the British meter.

_________Shock-Spectrum Recorder

Purpose Autographic instrument trom which shock spectra are obtained. A shock spectrum is a display of
•.'.-' the maximum response of a simple mechanical system to a shock motion, as a function of the nat-
IN. 1`0ural frequency of the system.

Operation Deflections of 10 weighted cantilever reade of different frequencies are scribed on a waxed-paoer
platen.

Types TMB '4 4 shock-spectrum recorder; TMB Mk 4 shock-spectrum recorder with motor-driven spool.
Designed and manufactured at the David Taylor Model Basin.

"Calibration Reed frequencies are individually checked in the laboratory by resonance tests.

Accuracy Errors due to nonlinearity of reeds, higher modes of vibration of reeds, and vibrations of meter
frame are generally below 10 percent.

Limitations Scriber deflections can be read to 0.003 in., and accuracy is therefore low for small deflections.
The reeds yield at accelerations ranging from 74 g (lowest-frequency reed) to 2500 g (highest-
frequency reed).______________

Oscillograph

Purpose 0-co:d. electrical signals on a time basis.

-Oeaation t Mirror galvanometers make an optical record on moving photographic film.
Types Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation oscillographs 5.114, 5-116, and 5.119.

CEC galvanometers 7.320, 7.323, and 7.316,

Calibration Natural frequency and damping of each galvanometer are measured in the laboratory. Sensitivity
of each channel is determined in the field by recording a calibration signal.

Frequency Galvanometer response is flat within 5 Percent up to 600 cos (7-320 ;nd 7-323) or up to 1200 cos
;- (7-316).

"Limitttons Film record can be read to about 0.003 in. Galvanometer nonlineaity becomes appreciable at a le.
-- _._.._. flection of about 2 in.

_____-" _High-Speed Metion-oictuie Camera

Purpose Photographs response of shiPs equipment and structure for viewino and measurement.

S•Type Fairchild HS-100 Camera with 13-mm w:le-angle lens.
S.•

Sneed About 1000 frames/sec.
Time Time scale on film supplied bv fltashing 'eon bulb energizel ty a 6O-cos vibrator.

Lighting PH-375 medium-beam Dhotollaods, PH/RF-L-2 Dhotofloods. Operated at 172 V from storage batteries.
Limitations Total running time about 4 sec. Measurements limded to about 0.0003 irk minimrim resolution of trmale

on film.
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TABLE 2.2 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON E1-2

Poiin1tasa s~a Locoties
M ~ .Galet Go., W To Fin 1  Vrlc Trusyiidd,

______ __INo._____ J Ro

Usciaclooy Roca
I V YV Bokoo 10 it ooo,. I Ior bottom Cooan roSumH dvik off.so !1 311 ft abo,00 000 wof~

* ,2 V Vt To, of % ~ 97 11111f bottom Conledrifle
SSAV Too of task 9? Waur bottom Cult odioe

3 A V11 Too of tak 97 letterbaitso 4 ftPonttof cotoolifi
SINS Top of tamb 97 M4 twons 4ohaI ft pert of cateiolle

4 W Vt Tooeof lab 17 IFWo bottom 20 t otbd of cmtedise
SIR Too of tuak 97 tawo wotivi 20 ft otbid of cw£.tedim

5 V Vil T69oft tub 97 = f rbeftl. 20 ft petof lofuorlise
SSR Top of st 97 wof bottoo 20 ft Pont of coatostial

6 A 'IA From. 97 4 ft move lm both" 27 " amdof cwostelo.
SSMU From$ 97 416 ft obeo losot bathe 27 ft shad of cboated Iso

7 A Vtd From* 97 4ft Ike"low baits 27ft petof , , Wlo~Un From. 9? 44 ft oteve inne befth 27 It part of cwntsilto.
A W From* 97 14 ft above wos boits. 27 ft 3tOW of csotorlis

9 A. V11 Frost 97 11 ft am" lowbotti. 27 ft Ponlof cutodstl
10 V Vv Sobbaooo f %its o"ties 1W~ I ft sl.,. loow bothom 411 ft gtb of coOotelloO

SSRH Somas0 of cogs wgroa 1040* 2 ft stave imoo boltml 4 ft Stbo of Catedit~o
11 A Vil Sobbboeofmwas a Fe 10401 2 ftabo,.m nw bott~m 4ft am of cootorgl

SIX Salioos of mailo apa 1041* 1 ft go", Imoo bth.n 4l4 It stbW of catolostoe
12 V V11 Fovodotioa of diesel aline' 10%0 S* it akbov inno bottom Sf90d side of 002100

StUM Foo~odtiom of diesel apse~ 1054S0~ ft save. inne bottom * ft fties 3W side of are*0
13 A Vt1 Foaodiotoo of dismal oogis 109 0* ft obove inset bottom Cataniao. of alias

SSR Fas"o~ot of dieveI vipatl1 05% %* ft aove. Inner bensi Sthd4 ohs of no.w4,tioe
14 V Vil @am. 3111anlo doct =d., 164 Uedula"CadWlp hlisdock 1.3ft ON of cutao1is

SSIRt1 cod otiffeoma 0.4w $test 1COO Ueoda "catplation tied 110* ft stkg of eaterie

16 V Vil Top ol , augo m 010 02 2 ft beow ie. g0 pfothfu dock 3 1vitalO of Cadbm ia s
rS $$ op of 4&4sapaq 010 0211 2 ft bolow first pi~loth deck 3 ft stbd tf cont~olin

111,1 A yo Too of Ra*teo"line 102 2 ft below first $leotfersdOfk 3 ft 00W of contoff 10
93051 Top of saim wgopm 402 1 ft bows. first PISOt~ deck 3 ft sol of costoofioo

Ais V Vt Cio101 "files (after eMi) 105 1Itt aoe" !oaw bottom A ft 140 ONb 3140 of uttle
SSRN Diesel oogino' (oftte ad) 105 I ft above INN bottom % fot faport oids of sepia0

It A VU Dissel aomego ftul aie) 1302 1%ft aove Irmo( bottle In fntof part steag 010310

21 V Vt Bolehaid stiffener Is $i ft ob70 second P1 Otto. Cutofteo

d Ic
' A " 23 A Vt Cock 103 ot I oe l p tfora dock If 0fo

24 V Vt Dobbad co rA~t I9 Of t ionoo2 foct Coaedolo

23 A V11 Do" 136 02econ ltora dc I ft port of coetort go.

Z5 y V ek136 02f level 1110 ittosdc Cotbdo f r o tti

M2,c 0 :*o jjitut~~ofm s a ttfd inCitelitk -

26J A Vil 0poto C1 o0t *Voloo 2I ft pen of captortins



TABLE 2.3 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON DD474

-~ Position jOrientation Instrurment IILocation
No. a b [ age Attadiad To Fram Vertical _TTransverse

____WebUnderwater Sound Room

______ ~~~~IC ard Plotting Room _________

4 V IYM Fouridation of main battery 694 First platform deck Centerline
c~ontrol Wi~d

V SSRM Foundation of main battery I9~ t above first platfOrm deck I ft starboard of centerline
control board

5 V VM4 Formsrd side of main battery 691j 5 ft abeve first platfera deck Centerline
I control board

NI V $SRH Forward side of main battery 194 3 ft above first platform deck Centerline
control board

V SSR IDeck 172 JSuperstructure deLic 2½ It port of centerline

Fovwiird Errgine Room
.1 V fVet Flange S9 Keel 1Centerline

V ISSR Flange 90" K~lCenterline
17 V VM Bulkhead gusset 110 2 ft above keel Centerlintl

V SSR Flange 110 Kvel ICentefline
18 L NI Flange 109 Keel Centerline

L SSR Bulkhead stiffener 109Y, 3 ft above keel Ceriterline
19 VilVl Bulkhead at turhine flex pate 924 9 ft abovi !,,,ellftsabrdo etrie

V SSR Foundation P.1 flex plats, 921h 10 ft above keel 10 It starboard of canterline
le V '"Nt Foundation of reduitcod genr 102 5 ft abr-ve keel 44 fl, starboard oi centerline

(two end)
V S "R Foundation of reduction gear 102 6 ft above keel 4 ft star~oard of centeiline

(fwd end)
21 V VM Foundation of reduct~on gear 106½ 5 't ibove keal 4½ ft starboard or centerline

(after end)
V SSR Foundation of iductiori gear 106½ 6 f" 2bove keel 6 ft starboard of ^entdri'ne

(after end)
22 V V IM Foundation of turxogen 103 [,19 fl jaove keel 9 It port ol aeaterline

(fid end)
Y SSR Foundath.,.; o! turbogen 103 '½ft above ke 11 Ift port of centerline

(f'd end)
23 A Y'M Foandation of turbogen 103 9½ ft above kezi 6 ft port of centerline

(fwd sno)

'Direction of sensitive axis of meter, V - Vertical R - Radial (normal to iu'f1)
A - Athweflship L - Longitudinal

bVM - Velocity mater (TMB bar-magnet)
Z.SR - Shock-spectrum recorder (TAB Mk 4)
SSRNI - Shock-spectrum recorder with motor-driven spool
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TABLE 2.3 CONTINUED

Position Orientation Instrument Location

No. • b Gage Attached ro Frame
. _ No. Vertical Transverse

Forward Engine Room

A SSR Foundation of turbogen 103 3I ft above keel 7 it port of centerline
(ftwd end)

"24 " VM Foundatir.' of turbogen 110 12 ft atbave keel 8 it port of centerline
(after end)

V SSR Foundation of turbogen 110 12 It above keel 8 ft port of centerhne
(after end)

25 A VM Foundation of turboger 110 10 ft above keel 7 ft port, of centorline
(after end)

A SSR Foundation of turbogen 110 14 ft above keel 6 it port of centedina
(after end)

26 V VM Reduction gear (after end) 106 9 it above keel 7 ft starboard of centeeine
V SSR Reduction gear (a3ter end) 106 10 it above keel 10 ft starboard of centerfine

27 V VM Subbase of cruising and 97 9½ ft above keel 11 ft starboard of centerline
* "HP turbines

"V SSR Subbase of cruising and 97 10q ft above keel 10 it startbard of centerline
HP turbines

28 V VM Subbase of LP turbine 9311 9 It above keel 3 it starboard of centerline

%9 V SSR Subbase of LP turbine 93 8i ft above keel 3½ ft staiboard of oemerlihne
29 V VM Subbase of turbogen 104 10M ft above teel 10 ft port of centerline

V SSR Subbase of turbogen 105 10 ft above keel 9ý ft port of centedie

Medical Store

31 V VM Bulkhead stiffener 110 j it above main deck I it port of centerline
V SSRM Main deck at bulkhead j 110 Main deck 1 It port of centerline

33 V VM Main deck ovpi stiffenew 107 ]Main deck ý it port of centeflhne

V SSRM Main deck over stiffener 1 107 Main deck d I port of centeof ie
34 V VM Deck stiffener I 107 I Under top of deckhouse Centerlino

V SSRM Deck stiffener 107 [Under iop of deckhouse J it starboard oý cent..rlrie
5-Inch Ammunition Handling Room for Gun Mount No. 5

4- V"VM Gun support 182 2ý It below 4arbette Centerline
V SSR Gun supportJ 181 J 1 ft below barbette Centerline

Steering Gear Room

48 V VM Deck 199,1 First platform deck Centerlline
V SSR Deck 198)z First platform deck Centerline

49 A V f Deck M198) First platform deck I ft starboard of centeritne
"50 L VM Deck 205 First platform deck 1j ft starboard of centerline

5-Inch Gun Mount No. S
SAi"! I I

51 S V VM IFoundation of gun 179 4 It above main deck T IIt starboard if centerine

' ADirection of sensitive axis of meter: V - Vertical R - Radial (normal to hull)
A - Athwartshrp L - Longitudinai

bVM - Velocity meter (TMB bar-magnet)
SSR - Shock-spectrum recorder (TM8 Mk 4)

SSRM - Shock-spectrum recorder *ith motor-driven spool
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TABLE 2.4 LOCATION OF' INSTRUMvNITS ON DD592

f ILr-ccti~n
ln~irumnt} Gage Attached To FrameVeicl 1 Tnvrs

Underwater Sound Room

V M Web 22 jKeel centerline

J fish ~~IC and Plotting Room______________

VM V Bulkhead stiffener R2 1 taovm fit98mM Itfi,
V StA Bulkhead stiff eler I7^2 1 tfaljovm first ptatform dedl 2 It: starboard of centerlint

4 V VY Foundation of main battery 69% First plaiform deck 2ý ft port of centerin
Icontrol board

V SSR-M Fo~ind~tion of miin battery 69% 4 ft above firs, vlatfoiw deck 2 ft pcurt of centerline
control board

S V VM Forward side of main battarl 6%~ Sit above ',iest glatform deck 2Yz it port of centerline

V SM Frli si~di, bof~ main bai(teryl M9i 21Aft abovt fi~st platform 2!' ft ;oft of centtrline

__________ ~Radio CEntral _______

6 V VM 80'khea1 itile'i 72 t above sarperstructur. e f oto~ceel~

V SSR O e',i 72 I ues tr lit dickr i t pirt of centedilill
7 A V~i Rulkhe,,d cniwA 72 S Sen rutniture deck I2 5t port of centerline

A SSR Bulkrea~d stil?ener 72 i 4t above supi~iructuria 114 It poll of centerline

- ~~~ ~ Forwa~id Nit Rrnom ______

V V IM eeal Centeliae
SSkM Flig 2 Kelec Centerline

R iVM FLon huull s~ifrener 81%. - 6 ft sltýArard of centerline
3SN 'ns hll 1 stiftenor 82l -- S ft staftord of centerline

10 ~ ~ ~ ~ ' R M L s ri tiifenti, ~ 1j- 6 ft gort of ce~tdtlinmt

R SSRM I'r~n& hull stiften~ir 214 54-- ft port of ceiite'F4n
V VM trjlkhead &!i,ýset I ~ it Ziovp keelj Centerlkfe
V SSR14 Flange f 72', K eel1 Centerline

12 A VNI etilkhoa4 12 V~4 t above keel I1 ft starboard of zenterliae
A SSMIA L Sul~had 1,isset j 7N4 L, Ifabove 1,tel Centerline

* _____ FoTrw ardEngina Rom

r . V Vill Flang 0,, Ke Cr~terline
V SSj Fiange 1341KOO Ceriterlhne
A4 V1Q Trm"s t~ull stifene' 9%1 Kwe itIt port of centerlinerA SM10 Vcb 9!S4 Xtee Centerrine
17,T VNIA Tran~i Putt stiffinei - 8i t starboard of cweter~ine

I SSRM 7ra~n 401 slitienit1 16 It starbo2rd o! centerline
m6 V~c Trons, hul.' stittener s~i - - I~ M t Wof of cairterline

R SSR14 ýrant itidl :titfenes 9 - -I !Pr fC"14
'~~ f~ýtl ~eks Conteiline

IM -. 1ha Xi: ýi:2::, 0- li ý f abe keei -- : -



TABLE 2.4 CONTINUED

Position Ofs"tol nstnatent ____________ Lcao_________I
No. bGage Attached To - -ai

Fowr No."li Vertia Transvimre

FradEng'ne Rooa (continuel)

20{ V VM Foundation of reduction gear IMwSi bveke 3½ ft starboard of centerline

V SSRM Foundation of reduction gea 102 6 ft above kel 4 ft starboard of cented ine
(tvd end)

21 -V VV Foundation of reduction gear 106½ 0½ ft above keW 4 ft starboard of centuiline
(after end)

V SSRM Foundation of reduction gear 1M6 6 Ift above keel 5% ft starboard of centerline
(after end)

22 V VU Foundation of turbogen 103 Sii ft above keel 9 If port of centerline
(twfwdqd)

V SSRM Foundation of turbogen 1034 9½ ft above keel 6 ft port ot centerline
(fwd end)

23 A VMI Foundation of turbogen 103 94 ft above keel 7 ft port of centerl ine
(fwd end)

A SSRM Foundation of turbogen 1034 9 Ift above keel 6 Ift port of centerline
(Nwd end)

24 V VM Foundation of bjrbogen 110 M2 ft above keel 6½ ft port of centerlise
(after end)

V SSRM Foundation of turbogen 110 M0 ft above keel 9 ft port of. canterline
(after end)

2S A VM Foundation of turbiogen 110 10 Ift above keel 17 fl, port of centerlins
(after end)

A SSRM Foundation of tutbogen 110 14 ft above kee 8½ý ft post of cateflins
(after end)

26 V VM Reduction gear (after end', 106 9 ft above keel (3½ ft above 6 it starboard of centerline
mounting bolts) (I ft from inboard edge)

V SSRM Reduction gear (after end) 106 10 Ift above keel (44 ft above 8½ ft starboard of centerline
mounting bolts) (over shaft)

27 V Vii Subbase of cruising and 97 9½ ft above keel (1 ft below 12½ ft starboard of ceterline
HP turbines mounting bolts) (I ft from outboard side)

V SSRM Subbase of cruising and 964 10', ft above keel (at mount- 104 ft starboard of centerline
HP turbines ing bolts) (½ t fromn inboard edge)

28 V Vii Subbase of LP turbine M3 10 ft above keel (1 ft below 6½ ft starboard of centerline
rotor shaft) (below rotor shaft)

V SSRM Subbase of LP turbine 93 8½ ft above keel 6½ ft starboard of centerline
(centerline of turbine)

29 V VM Subbase of tutbogen 105 10½ ft above keel l1ift port ofcntdn
(4½i fto ubar ie

V SSk Subbase of lutbogen 105 9½ "1 above keel 7½ ft port of centerline
(inboard edge)

30 A Vii Subbase of utrbogen 1044 10 ft above keel (1½ ft below 10 ft starboard of centerline
mounting bolts) (1 ft from outboard edge)

A SSRM Subbase of turbogen 104½ 10½ ft abo~a keel (1 ft beloov 7 ft port of centerline
mounting bolts) (4 ft from outboard edge)

Medical Store __________ ________________

31 V IV'A Bulkhead stiffener 1110 1fft abovs main deck I It port of centerline
V SRIAM ain deck at bulkhiead 110 Main deck i½ t nort of centerline

32 V Vii Main deck over sitiff&ete 109 Main deck I t p irt ol cented ins
V SSR Main deck oiver stiffener 109 Main deck ii R ftstaboard of centerline

33 V Vim Main decki over stiffener 107 Main deck '~ft rool )I centerline
V SSRM Main deck over Oftifener 107 Maw~ deck i t stmrbostid of centerline

34 V VIA Deck stiffener 107 Under topol Jeckhouse ft port of cer'teltine
V SSRM Deck stiffener 107 Under t~oo f dmchouse ½ ft starboard of centerline
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TABLE 2.4 CONTINUED

Position Orientation Instrument- Gage Attched To Loante

r -VM BuGageAd stiffene To Fanl0 Itaoenand
No. i b No.___________1VrtclTases

- ______40-Millimeter Machine Gun Rarar and Controi Rooms
35 V I5VM Bulkhea1 stifeer I07 I I ft above main deck 1% ft starboard of centerline

,'V -SSR Mn deck 107 Main deck 16 ft starboard of centerhlne
36 V VM Bulkhead stiffener 107 1 ½ It above main deck 15 ft port of centerlinej V SSR Main deck 107 1MWin deck 16 ft port of centerline

- . _"_-__ After Fire Room

137 y V VM Flange 120ý Keel Centerline
V 3SR Flange 12'. Keel Centerline

38 R VM Trans hull stiffener 120½ - - G ft starboard f centerline
R SSR Trans hull stiffener 120* - - 5 ft staroard of centerline

39 R U " Trans hull stiffener 120½ - - 6 ft port of centedine
R J SSR ITrans hull stiffener 120½ - - 5½ It port of centerline

* After Engine Room

40 V VM IFlange 137 Keel Centerlina
V SSR Flange 137½ Kee! Centerline

41 R VM Trans hull stiffener I137½ - - 16½ ft starboard of centerline
R SSR I Trans hull stiffener 1371 - - 16 ft starboard of centerline

42 R VM ,Trans hull stiffener 13'½. - - 16½ ft port of centerline
R SSR Trans hull stiffener i137 - - 16 ft port of centerline

43 V VM Bulkhead at turbine flex 130½ 9 ft above keel 9½ ft p.'rt of centerline
plate

V SSR Foundation of flex plate 130½ 103 ft above keel 9 ft pokt of centerline
"44 V ViM Subbase of cruising and 132 10 ft above keel ( ft below 13½ ý port of zenterqine

lP turbines moumtiug bolts) (outboard side)
V SSR Subbase of crunsing and 132 10½ ft above keel (at mount- 12 ft port of c2ntedine

HP turbines mng bolts)
45 V VM Subbase of LP torbine 1314 10 ft above keel (1 ft below 6½ ft port of centerline

rotor shaft) (below rotor shaft)
V SSR Subbase of LP turbine 132 ;1 It above keel (aW rotor 7 ft port of centerline

shaft) (1 ft port of rotor shaft)
5-Inch Ammurtition Handling Room for Gun Mount No. S

46 V VM [Gun support 182 2 ft below barbette Centerline
V SSR Gun support 181 1 ft below barbette Q ft starboard of centarline

. 47 A VM JGun support 181 1 ft below barbette I ft port of centerline
SA SSR J Gusset 181½ ½ ft below baibette Centerline

V VDekSteerrrg Gear Room

8 v VM Deck 198 First platform deck Centerline
V SSR Deck 198 First platform deck Centerine

49 A VM Deck 198½ First platform deck Centerline
A SSR Deck 199 First platform deck Centerine

* .. "5-Inch Gun Mount No. 5

S1 V VM Fonainof gun 19 4fabvmindc1ft starboard of centerline

*Direction of sensitive axis of meter: V - Vertical R - Radial (normal to hull)

A - Athwartshilp L - Longitudtnal

* bV! - V-loclty meter (TMB •jr-magnet)

SSR - Shock-soectrum recorder (TM9 Mk 4)
r e SSRIA - Snock-spectrum recorder with motor-driven spool
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TABLE 2.5 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON DD593

Position Orientation istiv.eett Gage Frame ILoctio
' '.'- ~No. a GaebtahdT

AtahdT. Vertical Transverse

Underwater Sound Room

IC 'nd Plotting Room

4 V VM Foundation of main battery 69% First platform deck 4 f port of centerline
control board

V SSRM Foundation of main battery 69ý First platform decK 3 ft port of centedine
control board

5 V VM Forward side of nain battery 69½ 5 fit above first platform deck 4 ft port of centerline
control board

V SSRM Forward side of main battery 69% 3 ft abovo first platform deck 4 ft port of centedine
j control board

___ __Radio Central

"-6 V Vi Bulkhead stiffener 72 1 ft above superstructure 11h ft port of conterline

V SSR Deck 72 Superstructure deck I ft port of centerline

"Forward Engine Room

13 V VM Flange 99 Keel Centerline
17'V SSRM Flange 99% Keel Centerline
17 V V M Bulkhe.1 a!usset 110 %M ft above keel Centedline

V SSRM Flange 110 Keel Centerline
18 L VM Flange 109 Keil Centerine

L SSR Bulkhead stiffener 109% 3 it above keel Centedline
19 V VM Bulkhead at turbine flex -92N 8½ ft above keel 10 ft starboard of centedine

plate
V SSRM Foundation of flex plate 92 10 ft above keel 10 ft starboard of centerline

20 V VM Foundation of reduction gear 102 5 It above keel 4½ ft starboard of centerine

(fwd end)
V SSRIA Foundation of reduction &ear 102 6 ft above keel 4 It starboard of centedine

(fwd end)
21 4.. V VM Foundation of reduction gear 106½ 4½ ft above keel 4½ It starboard of centedline

(after end)
V SSRM Foundation of reduction gear 106W 6 It above keel 6 ft starboard of centerline

(after end)
22 V VM Foundation of turbogen 104 3½ it above keel 6 ft port of centedine

(wd end)
V SSRM Foundation of turboglen 104 9% ft above, keel 6 ft port of centedine

(fwd end)
23 A Vii Foundation of turbogen 103 9½ ft above keel 6 ft port of centerine

i(fwd end)
A SSR Foundation of turbogen 104 9W ft above keel 6 ft port of centedrne

"VM "(fwd end)

24 V Vi Foundation of turbogen 110 14 ft above keel 6 ft port of centerine
(after end)
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TABLE 2.5 CONTINUED

f Location
Position Orientation instrument Gage Attached To

b Vertical Transverse

Forward Engine Room

V SSRM Foundation of turbogen 110 10 ft above keel 6 ft port of centeline
(after end)

25 A VM Foundation of turbogen 110 10 ft above keel 8 ft port of centerline
"- (after end)

A SSRM Foundation of turbogen 110 14 ft above keel 8ýi ft port of centedine
(after eand)

26 V VM Reductio4 gear (after end) ;06 8 ft above keel 7 It starboard of centedine
V SSRM Reduction gear (after end) 106 10 ft above keel 10 ft starboard of centedine

27 V Vi Subbase of cruising and 97 91 ft above keel 11 ft stzboard of centerline
HP turbines

V SSRM Subbase of cruising and 97 10 ft above keel 10 ft starboard of centldine
HP turbinos

28 V VM Subbase of LP turbine 934 91h ft above keel 3 ft starboard of centedline
V SSRM Subbase of LP turbine 93M 8½ ft above keel 3 ft starboard of centeline

29 V VM Subbase of turbogen 1044 10 ft above keel 9' ft port of centerlina
V SSRM Subbase of turbogen 105 9I ft above keel 8½ 1t port of centerline

Medical Store

31 V VIA Bulkhead stiffener 110 11 ft above main deck 1 ft port of centedil,e
V SSRM Main deck at bulkhead 110 Main deck ½ ft port of centerine

33 V VM Main deck over stiffener 107 Main deck ½ ft port of centerline
V SSRM Main deck over stiffener 107 Main deck ' ft port of centerline

34 V VM Deck stiffener 107 Under top of deckhouse Centerline
V 'SSRM Deck stiffener 107 Under top of deckhouse I ft port of centerline

5-Inch Ammunition Handling Room for Gun Mount No. 5

46 V VM, Gun support 182 3 ft below barbefte Centerline
V jV SSR Gun support 181 It 1below barbette Centerline

- Steering Gear Room

48 V VM Deck 199 First platform deck Centerline
V SSR Deck 199 First platform deck Centedine

49 A VI Deck 198 First platform deck Centerline
50 L VM Deck 205 First platform deck 2 It port of centeilhne

5-Inch Gun Mount No. 5

8or 'Drection of sensitive axis of meter: V - V/ertical R - Radial (normal to hull)
.k-"A - Athwaftship L - Longitudinal

•.,, bVM - Velocity meter (TMB bar-magnet)

SSR - Shock-spectrum recorder(TMB Mk 4)
SSRM - Shock-spectrum recorder with moto-driven spool
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TABLE 2,", LOCATION OF INSTRUMEWIS ON DD728

b GapeAttficei To Framel Vriar mVTtia Trosyci

______________Curt Hoall

6 vj flc 70 ISaperstnctur deck 4fIf Stbil of Ceaeldlnee

Forwaid Epinoe Room
16 R Vag Frau., IS~f part Ot C1111111l11,11
21 V VIII Foluoiuti of redaction goal 106 S ft &bay# keel ftf9ofCtaln

C,24 V Vill Fooniat, ad otmfubOtellafo 110 12 It ab9ve keel aBit porn of ceeturlifie
(atofer md)

Sleeelig Gar Room

1iI ¶1 Fitt' Natfore eck 7 3IMao hlie
01 A VVi Bolkifuad otiffteel2i 1~ Zn ft ov SIS frst platform ek di s ft Sf94 Of cacteliree

loimdre a of ertlv Iar "sOf at": V - Verticol R - Radial (Iformal be hall) A - Allemartoblg

0V11 - Vel ocity motor (TW8 Birtish),

TABLE 2.7 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON DD886
I Location

Position Or"ietalli. Ilarmo
0 Ga AWalla To jFrame
I N. Vertical Trabaveetal

Chart House

6 1 v I Vii Dlccl1 70 ISuierstructaref dock 4 If sf94i of cenmlilsie

Forward Eilgio. Room

16 R Vill Flame 91 161 Ift We ot cbofeilifie
21 V Vii foira i die f rdtion gear 106 5f bt oot heel 5 ft alies oi ciamborlie

(after rod)I
24 V* i Foundation of tiaorionteriaelib 1It above h~l Pnitpe of coetimrlve

(after end)

Steeling Gear Room

01 V Vi 1ec 10..olpafomdc 3 It port of collierfo
so L Vill uked tfeer 1 f above firt0lafom11 c Itl stlad of ceolesolim

10irtctlion ofsenitive Ali% oi mceral V - Vertical R - Radial ("Olaul to hull) L - Loolitkdisal

-V Velocity -Wie (TMB Brit:--i

TABLE 2.8 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON SSK3

OOSIIOM littatin IstruentLocation

No b r age Attached To ratetcl in~e~

N V' Velicl siltoer41 ottee of tull Centerlinet
R SSRM V:rtcal It"ifr3 Boitom Of hull I If INC sf 4 0riceflime
R Vid Hall 43 Centerline oi hull Part tife of hoall

3 L. Vi Bulkhead 42 3tý ft aboroD1tclaffor deck N( ft ;Olt of cneoferine
1.1 V Vill 84l1twad 42 6 tt Above platform dek 2b ft Nirt of coeteilliie

V SSRM Bulkhead stilliete 42 1 ft above platfore leck Oil penoll of Atarlime
5 A VIII Bulkhead 42 5 ft above platform deck 2f Iteel of caeltertiae

A SSRii Bulkhead Itiffener '2 Sf1t above platform deck 2(1 ft pert of coefurlnee
Y4 rn MMAti Of MAi streirlite bl 57 1it below etilieii MAoce of Port Slidm of ergilm lteefalltq

ser 4o 2 niniin
V SSRI Foundaationof win 101 ontiating 5B 1 It below retiliseft mount of Port side oi oagime foundation

ste Not. 2 engine

V I Vii htaio teterating sat 4o. Z SA Plaffoim-dock level Port tide of 14grec

V V Ii 2eck 339 I ;n 013i dlick Z It >ofti of cftarflinu

'Oiirclioa of sensitee aoi or lieter 4 - ýeltlcal R - O0idii fiornal to WOll
A - Mhosiat~ship L - Lonrgitudinal

""Y lif - Velocity motter (TJa Waeaojot)e
-1I - Shock ipectium recorder (TUB Ilk4, Wt rnoror-driven rooci

"411 inr staille at Ihis Dosilon !or root Umoreilla only
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TABLE 2.9 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON SQUAW 29

Position Orientation Instrument Location1o b Gage Attached To Frame 7
No.No. aVertical Transverse

Bulkheads

I V "i 4 Trim tank (fwd end) 2 Near top of tank Centerline
V SSRA Trim tank (fwd end) 2 Top of tank Centerline

2 L VM Trim tank (fwd end) 2 Top of tank Centerline
L SSR Trim tank (fwd end) 2 Near top of tank Centei.ine

3 V VII, Midship bulkhead 26!j 2 ft above centerline Centerlie
V SSRM Midship bulkhead 261 2 ft above centerline Centerline

4 L VM Midship bulkhead 269 Centirlhne Centerline
L SSR Midship bulkhead 2611 Centerline Centerline

5 V V M Trim tank (aft end) 51 Near top of tank Centerline
V SSRM - Trim tank (aft end) 51 Top of tank Centerline

6 L VM Trim tank (aft end) 51 Top of tank Centerline
L SSR Trim tank (aft end) 51 Near top of tank Centerline

Hull Stiffeners

7 R VM Hull stiffener flange 21 I Top of hull Centerline
R SSR Hull stiffener flange 21 Top of hull Centerline

8 R VM Hull stiffener flange 33 Too of hull Centerline
"R SS A Hull stiffener flange 33 Top of hull Centerline

9 R VM Hull stiffener flange 33 45 dog port from top 45 deg up from port
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange 33 45 deg port from top 45 deg uo from port

10 R VM Hull stiffener flange 33 Centerline Port side of hull
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange ,13 Centerline Port side of hull

11 R V" Hull stiffener flange 33 140 deg port from botton 50 dig down from port
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange 33 40 deg port from bottom 50 deg down from port

12 R Vii Hull stiffener flange 33 Bottom of hull Centerline
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange 33 Bottom of hull Centerline

13 R VM Hull st;ffener flange 33 40 deg stbd from bottom 50 deg down from starboard
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange 33 40 deg stbd from bottom 50 deg down from starboard

!4 R VSR Hull stiffener flange 33 Centerline Starboard side of hull
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange 33 Centerline Starboard side of hull

15 R VM Hull stiffener flange 33 45 deg stbd from top 45 deg up from starboard
R SSRM Hull stiffener flange 33 45 deg stbd from top 45 deg up from starboard

16 R VM Hull stiffener flange 38 Top of hull Centerline
R.SR SRM Hull stiffener flange 38 Top of hull Centerline

17 R VM Hull stiffener flange 38 Bottom of hull Centerline
_ _ R SSR Hull stiffener flange 38 Bottorm of hull Centerline

Port Simulated EngineGenerator and Foundation (Engine-Generatof Resiliently Mounted)

V Vil Foundation of port engine 281 1 it above hull Inboard leg of foundation
V SSRM Foundation of post engine 30 1 It below engine mount Centerline of engine

19 A Vii Foundation of port engine 29 2 ft below engremun Centerline of engine
A SSRM Foundation of port engine 29 2 It below engine mount inboard leg of foundation
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TABLE 2.9 CONTINUED
-' ;": ILocation

: :Po itio Oft n stmentl

Position rientation lirst Gage Attached To Frame

No.. Vertical Transverse

Port Simulated Engine-Generat,.' and Foundation (Engine-Generator Resiliently Mounted)

20 - L VM Foundation of port engine 30 1 It below engine mount Inboard stiffener of foundation

"L SSR Foundation of port engine 28 2 ft below engine mount Inboard leg of foundation
"21 V V4 Port engine 30 Near top of engine Inboard side of engine

-V SSRM Port engine 30i Top of engine Near outboard edge of engine

22 A Vii Port engine 29J Top of engine Centerline of engine
A SSRM Port engine 30 Near top,of engine Inboard side of engine

23 L Vii Port engine 31 Near top of engine Inboard side of engine
L SSR Port engine 31 Near too of engine Centerline of engine

-_____Starboard Simulated Engine-Generator and Foundation (Engine-Genefator Rigidly Mounted)

24 V 1 VM Foundation of stbd engine 28% 1 ft above hull Inboard leg of foundation
V SSRM Foundation of stbd engine 30 1 ft below engine mO,!,it Centerline of engine

25 A Vii Foundation of stbd engine 29 2 ft below engine mount Centerline of engine
A SSR Foundation of stbd engine 29 2 ft below engine mount Inboard leg of foundation

, 26 L VM Foundation of stbd engine 30 1 ft below engine mount Inboard stiffener of foundation
L SSR Foundation of stbd engine 28 2 ft below engine mount Inboard leg of foundation

27 V Vu Starboard engine 30 Neat top of engine Inboard side of engine
,. V SSRU Starboard engine 30% Top of engine Near outboard edge of engine

28 A VII Starboard engine 29* Top of engine Centerline of engine
A SSR Starboard engine 30 Near top of engine Inboard side of engine

* 29 L VM Starboard engine 31 N.ar too of engine Inboard side of engine
L SSR Starboard engine 31 Near top 0f engine Centerline of engine

"30 V VM j Foundation of stbd agen 32 1 ft above I;ulI Inboard leg of foundation
V SSR I Foundation of stbd gen 32 1 ft above hull Inboard leg of foundation

31 V VM Starboard generator 32 Near top of generator Centerline of generator
V SSR Starboard generator 31 Top of generator Centerline of generator

Starboard Simulated Motor and Foundation (Motor Rigidly Mounted)

32 1 V VM Foundation of stbd motor 1 ft above hull Inboard leg of foundation
V SSRM Hull stiffener 34 Wo~om of hull Centerline of motor

33 V VM Starboard motor 35 Top of motor Centerline of motor•V SSRM Starboard motor 3 5'h Top of motor Centerline of motor

a~irection of sensitive axis of meter: V - Vertical R - Radial
A - Athwartship L - Longitudinal

*VM - Velocity meter (TMB bar-magnet)

SSR - Shock-spectrum recorder (TMB Mk 4)
SSRU - Shock-spectrum recorder with motor-driven spool

•'
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TABLE 2.10 LOCATION OF INSTRUMENTS ON YFNB12

Position Orientation Instwment GaeAtce o FaeLocation4o No. Vertical Transverse
1 V Vii Longitudinal bulkhead 7 1 ft above inner bottom Centerline

SSR Deck blha 7 Innebrto bottom Centerline
SSRM Deck 17 Inner bottom Centerline

3 A -Vii Tran*.verse bulkhead 17 I t 3bovo inner bottom Centerline
SSR Stiffener of bulkhead 18 2 ft above inner bottom Centerline

4 V Vii Longitudinal bulkhead 23 2 It above inner bottom Centerline
SSRM Stiffener of bulkhead 24 2 ft above inner bottom Centeflin.

5 V Vii Dock 18 Inner bottom 6 ft port of centedloe
jSSR , Deck 18 Inner bottom 6 ft port of centellinte

6 V Vii Deck 19 Inner bottom 12 ft port of centerline
SStRM Deck 19 Inner tidom 12 ft port of centeirline

7 V Vi Deck 17 Main deck Centerline
ISSR I eck 17 Main de.;k Centeiline

a0iiection of sensitive axis of meter: V - Vertical
A - Athwartship

bVM - Velocity meter (TUB bat-maknet)
SSR - Shock-spectrum recorder (TUB Mk 4)
SSRM - Shock-spectrum recorder with motor-driven spool

TABLE 2.11 LOCATION OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERAS
ON EC2

Position 1 Direction
No. Equipment Photog',?,hed J of Viw eld of View

.1.achinery Room

Cl Main engine Fwd & stbd Top of main enegine, pipe runs to engine

C? Main engine Fwd & stbd Base of main engine, including pedestals and
mounting boits

C3 500hp Caterpillar liesel engine Aft &stbd Forward and port sides of diesel, including
inboard mounting bolts

C4 50C-hp Caterpillar diesel engine Fwd & stbd Supercharger of diesoI engine

C5 500-hp Caterpillar diesel engine Fwd & port Starboard side of diesel, including mounting

bolts
C6 Auxiliary condenser Fwd & stbd IInboard side of condensor with starbo;-.d sideI ___________________ Iof ship in r,~ckgforriud _ _ _ -

Nuj. 3 Hold

V7 Starboard side of ship AtInner hull, inner bottom, and pipe runs
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TABLE 2.12 LOCATION OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERAS
ON DD474

Positioni Direction
..No.1 Equipwent Photographed of View Field of View

IC & Plotting Room A-207C

C1 Master gyrocompass Fiwd After side of gyro, with covers removed

Forward Engine Room 8-2

- C3 Turbogenerator Aft Forard end of generator, including
overspeed trip

C4 Condenser, circulating pump, ano valve Port Lower part of condenser and inboard side
of pump

C .5 Reduction gear fot starboard engine Fwd After end of gear, showing shaft and
mounting bolts

After Engine Room 8-4

C6 Flexure plate supporting timbines Down & port Top of flextuwe plate, showing mounting

C7 Flexure plate suotportting turbines Up & stW Bottom of flexure plate and subbase of
turbines

C8 Reduction gear for port engine Aft & stbd Port side of reduction gear, showing out-
hoard mounting bolts

SC9 500.kw package-type turbogenerator Aft Forward end of generatcr, including
mounting bolts

CIO 500-kw p~ckage.type turbogenerator Stbd Port side of generator

TABLE 2.13 LOCATION OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERAS

ON DD592 AND DD593

i'-":~ Poiton Direction
'" No.]1 Equipment Photographed oViwField of View

"IC & Plotting Room A-207C

CI Master gyrocompass Stbd Port side of gyro, with covers removed
C2 1Computer Stbd & Aft Forward and port sides of computer

Forward Engine Room B-2

0C3 Tutolei.erator AftForward end of generator, including
S~overspeed trip

CA Condensrr, circulating pump, and valve Port Lower part of condenser, and ko'Grd side
of pump

C5 Reduction gear for starboard engine Fwd After end of gear, showing shaft an4

rmounting bolts

After Engine Room 8-4

C6 Ficxure plate supporting turbines Down & port Top of flexure plate, showing mounting
bolts

C7 Flexure plate supporting turbines Up & stbd Bottom of flexure rite and subbaze rf
turoine!

C8 Rteduction gear for port engine Aft & stt Pot side of reducti.•n gear, show*•ig otz-

J oaid mounting Ots
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TABLE 2.14 LOCATION OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERAS
ON SSK3

"Position Direction
No. Equipment Photographed of Viewof Vew

Control Room

.C1 Diving station and gyrocompass Fwd & port After side of gyro and general view of diving station

"C2 Fife control station Aft & stbd General view of station, showing controllers

Engine Room

C3 os. 2 and 3 engie-generatos Fwd Inboard moqnts of No. 3 engine and port-side mounts
N.i ne Jwof No. 2 engine

F TABLE 2.15 LOCATION OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE CAMERAS
ON SQUAW 29

Position
"• "" No. I Location of Camera Direction of View Field ol View

_ _Engine Compartment

C! Midship bulkhead, port side Aft & stbd Starboa-rd hull

C2 Midship bulkhead, stbd side Aft & port Port hull

C3 Midship bulkhead, center Aft & uo Crown of hull

C5 Midship bulkhead, center Alt Generatos, motors, and bulkhead 38ý
CS Frame 37 Fwd & up Crown of hull

Battery Compartment

C4 Midsh~ p bulkhead, center Fwd & up Crown of hull

C7 Frame 16, port side Aft & stbd Starboard hull

C8 Frame 16, stbd side Aft & port Port hull

C9 Frame 16, renter Aft Top of batteries and bulkhead 26½

I42
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Figure 2.1 Typical installation cf a velocity meter and a shock-spectrum recorder. The
velocity meter at the right is connct"d by a cable to a galvanometer channe) in the oacil-

lograph shown in Figure 2.2. The shock-spectrum recorder at this location is equipped
S"1th a motor, which drives the recording paper. The protective cover has been removed

from the shock-spectrum recorder to show five of the ten weighted cantilever reeds.

A

Figure 2.2 Recording eq4upment on resilbently muonted table in recording center. The oscillograph
partly removed from its lead-lined housing, can be seen. Anothe. owillogragh in a similar housing
s bhidden behind the eicciry-m.-ter Qontrol aznd .alibratLn panels cartiievered from the table. O0,,

of the two thin-w•tled 2,-,nch-diameter cylinders which support the table is visible in the luw:.r left
curner of the mnotograph. The cylinders are design..d to yield unoer shack ioad.nso is to lmit
accelerations of the table to about 4 g.

43
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'.4, Figure 2.3 Typical instillation of high-speed motion-picture cameras. Each
camera is housed vertically inside a heavy lead-lined cylinder. The cylinder
is seismically s,.spended by means of three pairs of rubber (shock) cords
from a special frame. In order to take pictures horizontz.lly, an adjustable
mirror is used. It is seen below the housing reflecting an image of the
camera tens. Lights for illuminating the subject are resiliently mounted.
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Chapter 3

RESULTS, SHOT WAHOO

3.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

On five of the seven instrumented ships included in the array for Shot \\ahoo, recor,i-

of the shock motions as a function of time were made successfully with all instruments.

On the DD592 and DD474, the two target destroyers closest to the detonation, no time-
based records were obtained by this or other projects because of failure of the radio-trans-
mitted signals required to actuate the instruments. Failure to receive the signals resuted

from loss of electric power on the ships prior to the shot.
The mechanically operated shock-spectrum recorders installed on all five principal tar-

get ships operated successfully. On those ships on which signals were received, high-

speed cameras operated and projection-quality films were obtained. The degree of radia-
tion fogging did not significantly impair the quality of the prints from the motion pictures
and was not measurable on the oscillograms.

Instrumented ships included in the target array for Shot Wahoo were (in order of range)
EC2, DD474, DD592, DD593, DD728, SSK3, and DD886. Approximate locations and orien-
tations of the ships at shot time are shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDS

Complete oscillograph records of shock velocitý %ersus time were obtained from 2 sec-

onds before to approximately 20 seconds after detonation on EC2, DD593, SSK3, DD72S,
and DD886. Examination of tht osc:illogrAph records sho%%ed that several excitations were

received at each of the ships. Identifiable excitations included those due to the shock %.%ave
transmitted directly from the burst to the ships, a shock %%ave reflected from the ocean
bottom, and a pulse transmitted through the ocean bottom. No indication of a bubble pulse

was apparent.
Figures 3.2 through 3.13 are reproductions of significant portions of the oscillograms

of velocity recorded on the target ships. Traces on the oscillograms are labeled with posi-
tion numbers keyed to Tables 2.2 through 2.10. Each trace is also labeled with a calibra-

tion constant, which gives the velocity in feet per second corresponding to a galvanometer
deflection equal in magnitude to the length of the unit-deflection arro\% shown on each os-

cillogram.

The times of arrival of the shock waves at selected instrument positions on each of the
ships are given in Table 3.1, The peak velocities, times of rise, and average accelera-

M tions characterizing some of the shock motions are shown in Tables 3.2 through 3.6 for all
instrumented positions at which velocity-time records were obtained. Figure 3.14 is a

tracing of a typical record showing the method of reading the values from the records.
A number of records were corrected for motion of the seismic element of the velocit,

meter by tabulating the recorded velocities at 1-msec time intervals and processing the
results in an IBM 704 high-speed digital computer. The tabulation process entirely
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suppressed f-'equencies of 1000 cps, but caused le.ss than 10-percent attenuation of frequt-n-
cies of 250 cps or lower. Some of the corrected records are reproduced elsewher': in this
report.

3.3 SHOCK SPECTRA

Data from shock-spectrum recorders was obtained successfully on all instrumented
ships (Tables 3.7 through 3.11). The tables show the maximum absolute acceleration of
each reed of each recorder installed, with position numbers keyed to Tables 2.2 through
2.10. Supplementary information for the shock-spectrum recorders used in Shot. Wahoo
giving reed frequencies, conversion factors for obtaining maximum relative displacements,
and limits of accuracy for both high and low accelerations is given in Table 3.12.

A number of velocity-meter records, which had been corrected on the high-speed com-
puter, were also analyzed to obtain shock spectra of the motions recorded by the velocity
meters. The computed spectra afforded a check of the consistency between corresponding
velocity records and shock-spectrum records, and also allowed extension of the shock
Spectra to !ow.'er frequencies. Some of the extended shock spectra are reproduced else-
where in this report.

Typical records obtained from shock-spectrum recorders with motor-driven paper sup-
plies are shown in Figures 3.15 through 3.20.

3.4 HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURES

High-speed motion pictures of the response of selected equipment on the EC2, DD593,
and SSK3 were successfully made with all cameras. The shock-isolation and radiation-
shielding arrangements designed for this operation proved to be highly satisfacto'ry. The
films have been processed and copies suitable for projection are available at the David
Taylor Model Basin, Washington 7, D. C.

The films from the EC2 showed that, in general, damage that occurred within view of
the cameras was a result of the direct shock a\ave, with increase in damage caused by the
reflected shock wave in some cases. As expected, the motions on DD593 and SSK3 were
small, and no significant damage occurred \•ithin the fields of view of the cameras or. these
two ships. Relative motions for some items of interest were read from the films and are
reproduced elsewhere in this report.

3.5 DAMAGE TO SHIP EQUIPMENT

Damage to ship equipment is described in detail in Reference 24. A brief summary of
damage is given below. A correlation of damage uith shock motion will be presented in a
later section of this report.

3.5.1 Damage to the EC2. EC2 was broadside 2,390 feet from surface zero.
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3.5.2 Damage to Destroyers. DD474, 2,900 feet from surface zero, was the closest
destroyer. In this ship, flexure plate bolts, which hold the foundations of the main turbines,
were deformed both in shear and bending. Misalinement resulting from the deformation of
these bolts was taken up in the couplings. Although the turbines were still operable, the
misalinement would result in excessive wear in the couplings. Brickwork on the floor of
one boiler was damaged, and a 5-inch-ammunition hoist was disabled by failure of bolts.

DD592 and DD593 were at 4,900 and 9,180 feet, respectively. The shock damage on
them was negligible. DD728 at a range of 15,000 feet and the DD727 at 18,000 feet were
commissioned ships and, unlike the target destroyers, had electronic equipment on board.
On the DD727, the Mark 25 radar and the Mark 56 gun fire control system were made tem-
porarily inoperative by the failure of electronic components. The RATT TT-48!UG radio

teletypewriter was made inoperable by misalinement of mechanical gearing. On the DD72S,
the TBL transmitter was detuned and the sweep center of a SPA-8A radar repeater was
displaced about i inch.

3.5.3 Damage to Submarine Targets. The SSK3 was at periscope depth at 18,000 feet
from surface zero. As a result of the shot, the SSK3 lost electric power. Power was ye,
stored by the crew within a minute. In addition, minor failures o:- electronic and ordnance
equipment occurred.

The SS392 at 20,000 feet reported some minor malfunction from the detonation. The
stop bolts in Torpedo Tubes 3 and 4 raised, releasing torpedos. Several leaks occurred in
water lines and air lines.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS, SHOT UMBRELLA

4.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

On the seven ships in the array for Shot Umbrella, records of the shock motion as a
function of time were made successfully with all instruments. The timing equipment oper-
ated satisfactorily, asid the fiducial signals indicating the time of detonation of the bomb
were recorded on the oscillographs. Lpgible records were obhained on all but six of the
170 shock-spectrum recorders installea. All but one of the 44 high-speed cameras gave
satisfactory results. Except or, the SSK3 (where no radiation shielding around the cameras
was provided), no appreciable fogging of the motion-picture films occurred. Nc oscillo-
gram was obscured by radiation fogging.

Instrumented ships inclided in the target array for Shot Umbrella were (in order of in-
creasing range) Squaw 29, EC2, DD474, YFNB12, SSK3, DD592, and DD593. Approximate
locations and orientations of the ships at shot time are shown in Figure 4.1.

4.2 OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDS

Complete oscillograph records of shock velocit versus time were cbtained fhom 2 sec-
onds before to approximately 20 seconds after detonation on all seven instrumented target
ships. Each oscillogram shoN•s several phases of the shock motion. Identifiable excita-
tions included an initial gradual change in velocity caused by a seismic wave propagated
along the lagoon bottom and radiated into the water, a sharp shock motion due to the shock
""ave traveling directly through the water, and a later, less abrupt, change in velocit% be-
lieved to be associated with the closure of cavitation.

Figures 4.2 through 4.13 are reproductions of significant portions of the oscillograms of
velocity recorded on the target ships. Traces on the oscillograms are labeled Mith posi-
tion numbers keyed to Tables 2.2 through 2.10. Each trace is also labeled %ýith a calibra-
tion constant which gives the velocity in feet per second corresponding to a deflection equal
in magnitude to the length oi the unit-deflection arrow shown on each oscillogram.

The times of arrival of the shock waves at selected instrument positions on each of the
ships are given in Table 4.1. The peak velocities, times of rise, and average accelera-
tions characterizing some of the shock motions are shown in Tables 4.2 through 4.8 for all
instrumented positions. The tabulated parameters were read in the same way as for Shot
Wahoo, as shown in Figure 3,14.

"Several records were corrected for motion of the seismic element of the velocit, meter
in the same way as for Shot Wahoo (Section 3.2).

4.3 SHOCK SPECTRA

Results from shock-spectrum recorders are listed in Tables 4.9 through 4.15. The
tables sho%& the maximum absolutc acceleration of each reed Ln •ach recorder insta'led,
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wvith position numbers keyed to Tables 2.2 through 2.10. Supplementary information on thV
.•hock-spectrum recorders used is given in Table 3.12.

Velocity-meter records, which had been corrected or, the high-speed computer, were
ai.-o anal %zed to obtain shock spectra. Some of the shock npectra as extended b% thtese (,l-
culations are reproduced elsewhere in this report.

Typical records ohtained from shock-spectrum recorders •it" motor-driven paper sup-
plies are shown in Figures 4.14 through 4.24.

4., HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURES

High-speed motion pictures of the response of selected equipment on six of the seven
target ships (no cameras were installed on YFNB12) were successfully made. Projection-
quality prints, inappreciably affected by radiation fogging, are available at the David Taylor
Model Basin for viewing. Relative motions for some items of interest were read from the
films and are reproduced elsewhere in this report.

4.5 PROTECTION OF FILM RECORDS FROM RADI.xTION

Camera and oscillograph films on EC2, Squaw 29, YFNB12, DD474, DD592, and DD592
were protected from the expected nuclear-radiation levels by enclosing the recording in-
struments in lead housings, Each oscillograph was placed within a steel box lined with
lead 3 inches thick, with an inner wall of 1/4-inch aluminum. Housings for the high-speed
i.iotion-picture cameras were cylindrical, with walls of lead 2 111t inches thick and inner
liners of 1/4-inch aluminum. One end of each housing was closed Aith lead 3 inches thick,
but the other end (facing downward) was open except for a glass cover-plate in order to al-
low light to reach the camera lpns. Photographs of the housings are shown In Figures 2.2
and 2,3.

Standard personnel-type film badges and pakzaged pieces of camera and oscillograph
film were installed at many of the camera and oscillograph locations for Shot Umbrella,
with some samples placed within and some placed outside the lead housings. The film
badges were analyzed for equivalent roentgens as a roagh indication of the radiation level
that might affect the film, and the pieces of film were examined for radiation fogging.

The film badges indicated that the total radiation within each oscillograph housing %%as
less than 1 percent of the radiation outside the housing. The camera housings reduced the
total radiation at each camera to an average of 3 percent of radiation outside the housing.
There was considerable variation in the protection afforded by individual camera housings,
possibly due to the directional effect of the open end of the housing.

Samples of oscillograph film (Linagraph Ortho) and camera film (Super X) stored out-
side the lead housings on the EC2, DD474, and DD592 were badly fogged and %%ould not have
been capable of reproducing legible records.

4.6 MECHANICAL DISPLACEMENT GAGES ON SQUAW 29

Twenty-four mechanical displacement gages, which had been installed on Squaw 29 to
measure maximum relative displacement between the resiliently mounted port engine-
generator and its foundation for Operation Wigwam (Reference 5), %ýere also used during
Shot Umbrella. The gages consisted of pyramids of sheet lead, %%hich %ere deformed b\
deflection of the engine relative to its foundation.

.Maximum deflections of about 3/4 inch in all directions -,ere noted b\ inspection of the
gages at the four corners of the engine-generator during an examination ol Squaý% 29
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shorti after Shot Umbrella, but mieasurements of individual deflections werce not nmao.
After the nt~itil examination, the exlernal ballast keel of Squa%% 29 wa5 removed b~ * explo-
sive charges (Section 4.7.2). Subsequent measurements of individual gage deflvctionz art.
not belie\-,d to be reliable, because of the pcssibilit ., that the defltections Aert;! incredsed
b\y the shock m~otions Caused by the explosive removal of the keel.

4.7 DAMAGE TO SHIP EQUW:ýIENT

Damtvage to ship eqtripment on th~e ZC2 and target dvstroyers is described in Ruferenceý
24. A brief summary of damage is given below. A corre~lation of damiage with shock mo-'
tion is. preserted in a later section of this report.

4.7.1 Dam~age to Destroycr6, DD474, stern-on 1,920 feet fromx surface zero, was the
closest destrovei. In this ship, holts and brackets for the flexure plates that supported the
inain turbines and _onderistrs weie further deform~ed, and scm-e of the flexure plates bucki-
led. Misalinement. resulting from the deformations was taken up by flexiblo couplings 'V
twe~an the turbines apd the main reduction gear. Although the rnisalinement would have
seriousli reduced the operating life of the couplings, no immediate failure occurrvd, and
the starboard propulsion plant continued to operate at full speed for 15 minutes after the
shot until automatically shut dow~n. The ship's master gyrocompass was made inoperable
by failure of gimbal -suppo rt 3prings. Brickwork in three of the four boilt:',s was out of
place. The sonar-he.ad training-motor fell off its supiports, prevenzing rotation of the Sonar
heads. Thiere was further gun damage, conzideratle breakage of light bu)bs, and derange-
ment of safes, cabinets, and water closets.

No significant damag%: %\as fivund on DD592, broadside at 2,9350 feet, or or DDZMDC, stern-
on. at 7,930 feet from surface ze2ro.

4.7.2 Damage to Squaw 29. Squaw 29 was submerged to periscope depth all a range ot
1,640 feet from surface zero, oriented steýrn toward the burst.

The preliminary inspection showed that one of 'the 13 holddownm bolts (HG steel, %e-inch
diameter) at the inboard side of the starboard simulated eng) ne -gene 1ator w\ab broken
(Figure 4.25), and that all of remaining mounting bolts were loose, with elongations up to
'/, inch. All 26 hoiddown bolts (Class B steel, '/8-inchi diameter) for the center simulated
engine -gene rator wkere similarly stretched, but none were broken, The 2-2 bolts holding
down each simulated propulsion motor (1-inch diameter, of HG steel fur the poi t motor and
of Ailo5 21 for the starboard mnotor) were loose, but none were broken. The mounting, bolts
of three of the six EES A6L resilient mounts supporting the port simulated enginQ -gene rator
were loose and noticeably b nt.

An electrical connection box attached to Frame 43 in the after cone, and! one of t%\o bolttý
holding an electrical panel board to the same fr-ame were broken (Figure 4. 26). TL~ere was
some cracking of the wooden strips holding down batteries in the battery coinpartment. and
somte of the concrete simulated batteries were cracked and chipped, but none had saiifwjor
come adif. Noteeqpaterit damage %~as noted during the preliminary su.: ý,

After the preliminary inspection 4nd :'ecover3 of records, the external b~dlast keel wo,-
removed from the SquaN% by detonating 5-pound charges of C-3 plastic explosive lin conta.

_60V, ith the keel supports. It is estimatfed that these charges produced local hull ielo. tin



excess of 3G ft "sec a" the bottom ol the pressure hull near each keel support. An inspection
of the Squa\ý after the keel bad been removed disclosed that the charges had caused a sig-
nificant increase in the extent of equipment damage. All 13 bolts holding down the port
side of the center simulated engine-generator were broken, as wet'e two additional bolts on
the inboard side of the stzrboard engineý-genes'ator.

In view of the damage resulting from removal of the keel, the results of a later complct.
damage survey conducted at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard are not considered pertinent. Ex-
amination of tht.. single bolt that was broken by Shot Umbrella indicate.• that tht bolt broke
at the base of the threads under shear and bending loading. Most of the badly deformed
bolts were found to have cracks at the base of the threads.

4.7.3 Damage to YFNB12. No equipment damage occurred on YFNBI2, which was lo-
cated stern toward the burst at a range of 2,410 feet.

4.7.4 Damage to SSL3. SSK3, end-on with its center 2,840 feet from tbe burst and its
keel at 54 feet, received the following very minor damage to equipment: The denter bolts
of the No. 1 hydraulic plant stretched up to '/S inch, the unbonded torsion snubbers parted,
and some of the valves collided with the accumulator. Bolts loosened in the gyro repeater.
The ground detector for the electrical system was inoperative. Bolts attaching the lubri-
eating-oil cooler and the fresh-water cooler to the No. 2 main engine loosened. The No. 3
torpedo tube flooded, and a number of fluorescent light bulb, were broken.

4.7.5 Damage to EC2. The EC2 wAs located port side facing the burst at a range of
1,710 feet. The ship's main and au:Niliarv machinery had been previously disabled in
\\ ahoo.
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Figure 4.25 Inboard side of starboard simulated engine-generator
in Squaw 29 after Shot Umbrella. Note location of missing holddown
bolt. All other bolts were elongated.

Figure 4.26 Broken electrical connection box in forward compartment of
SquaNý 29 after Shot Umtbrella, Note location of missing bolts that fastened
electrical panel board to frame. One was broken in Shot Umbrella.
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,"{•',;,•Chapter" 5

. :DISCUSSION, SHOT WAHOO

S In Chapter 3 the ttst resulth froin Snot \Nahoo were presented Aithout interpretation. In

this chapter some pertinent calculations are made and the test results are discussed and

compared with theory.

5.1 CALCULATION OF REFRACTION EFFECTS

A- indicated in Section 1.4, the vertical bodily velocity of the surface targets for Shot

Wahoo was expected to depend on the peak pressure in the shock wave and on the angle of
incidence of the shock wave with the ocean surface. Refraction caused by va.'iations in

temperature and density of the water through which the %%ave was transmitted had an appre-
ciable effe.'t on both the value of the peak pressure and on the dire tion of travel of the
shock wave for Shot Wahoo.

The direction of travel of the shock %%ave was determined b% computing acoustic i-aypaths
pa--ing through the position of the charge at 500-foot depth, The calculations were based

on the ve' ,city of sound as a function of depth, as estimated for the water under sNrface
zero at shot time by Project 1.13 (Reference 25); see Table 5.1. It was assumed that the
high-frequency components of the shock wave traveled outward from the burst in directions

parallel to the acoustic raypaths, and the pressure at the shock front was therefore calcu-

lated from the lengths of the rays and from the distances between adjacent rays.
Calculations were coded for a UNIVAC computer, which supplied horizontal ranges, di-

rections of the ray, acoustic arrival times, peak pressures, and vertical particle veloci-
ties from Zquation 1.1 at 50 points along each acoustic ray. The calculations were based

on tie standard TNT formula of Reference 26 scaled
In FigTre, 5.1 peak pressures calculated near

the ocean surface are compared with pressures supplied by Project 1.1 in Reference 27.
Calculated vertical particle velocities at the ocean surface are shown in Figure 5.2. Note
that the peak pressure near the ocean surface would be less than the calculated value if
anomalous surface reflection occurred.

"5.2 RANGES AND ORIENTATIONS OF TARGET SHIPS

The velocitq of the shock wave was appreciably higher than acoustic velocity in the high-
"pressure region near the explosion. The arrival time of the shock wave at 254 f6et radial
distance from the burst was taken from Table A.3 of Reference 28 (ualcula-

tions from 254 to 400 feet in Reference 28 were ignored as being possibly in error), and
the acoustic arrival times thereafter were corrected for the velocity of the shoc. 'have as
a function of pressure (Reference 26). The horizontal ranges of the EC2 and DD593 %%ere
determined by comparing measured arrival times (Table 3.M) with arrival times cacu'ated

along various rays.
Orientations of thý target ships relative to the direction of propagation of the direct
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shock N•ave were determined from the relativte arrival times of the shock %%ave at differtnt
positions on the ships.

Ranges and orientations of the targets for Shot Vkahoo are shown in Table 5.2. The es-
timated accuracN of each orientation angle is shown in the table. The accuracy of the cal-
culations of ranges depends on the accuracy of the data on the velocity of sound in Table
5.1 and on the accuracy of the correction for the velocity of the shock wave from Reference!s
26 and 28.

5.3 VARIATION OF VERTICAL VELOCITIES OF TARGET SHIPS WITH RANGE

Peak vertical velocities measured near the bases of bulkheads on the target ships dur-
ing the response to the direct wave have been plotted in Figure 5.2. Also shown in the fig-
ure is the vertical velocity of the surface water calculated for isovelocity water according
to Equation 1.2. The vertical particle velocity calculated with allowance for refraction i-
observed to be a fair measure of the peak velocity near the bases of bulkheads on the tar-
get ships EC2, DD593, and DD728. Table 5.3 summarizes some of the calculations at the
positions of the target ships, and Table 5.4 gives some ratios between measured peak
velocities and the calculated vertical particle velocities on the EC2 and DD593.

5,4 DECELERATION AND VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT ON TARGET SHIPS

Vertical velocity and displacement recorded at the base of Bulkhead 88 on the EC2 are
shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, and vertical displacement recorded at the base of Bulkhead
110 on DD593 is shown in Figure 5.5. Some of the major features of the recorded motions
may be explained in terms of the incident shockwaves, as indicated by the calculated mo-
t:ons shown by thin lines in the figures.

Impulse calculations for a. depth equal to the draft of the EC2, as shown in Table 5.3,
give an initial peak velocity of for the bodily motion of the ship. The incident
pressure wave would be cut off by the arrival of the surface-reflected wave after 1.6 msec,
Sand the pressure at 21.5-foot depth caused by superposition of the decaying incident wave
"and the negative surface-reflected wave would be lower than absolute zero pressure. Ca%-
itation would be expected to occur and the actual pressure would fall no lower than absolute
zero, which is 25 psi below the initial hydrostatic and atmospheric pressure.

The calculated velocity-time curve of Figure 5.3 shows an initial peak velocity
followed by a roughly constant deceleration of 2.5 g dorre-

sponding to the existence of a vacuum underthe bottom of the EC2. The measured peak ve-
locity was about 12 percent higher than the calculated velocity, but the average velocity
and displacement followed the calculations fairly well for about 80 msec after the arrival
of the shock wave.

Beyond this time the records from the velocity meters
are apparently not reliable because of accumulated errors in correction for motion of the
seismic element of the meter. Complete records have been reproduced in the figures,
however, so that the general effect of later pulses may be seen.

Vertical displacement of DD593 in response to the direct shock wave is shown in Figure
5.5. In contrast to the EC2, pressure at the draft of DD593 apparently did not fall to ab-
solute zero after passage of the initial shock wave. A vacuum existing at the depth of 13
feet would lead to an average deceleration of 3.5 g.

If cavitation does not occur, the deceleration depends on the pressure resulting from the
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superposition of the incident and the surface-reflectzd pressure waves, and thv comph~ti
time-histor% of the pressure pulse must be known in order to determine the response of the
ship. The thin line in Figure 5.5 shows the upward displacement which would result if the
incident pressure Aave decayed exponentially from its peak value with a time constant of
25 msec. Calculations were made as described in Reference 6. The difference between
the calculated and measured displacements is due at least in part to the fact that the as-
sumed exponential decay of the incident pressure wave is a poor approximation "hvn re-
fraction effects are prominent.

Estimates of the pressures produced by the superposition of the incident and surface-
reflected waves at depths equal to the drafts of the ships suggest that the deceleration phast.
of the shock response of DD474 to the direct shock wave was probably controlled by cavita-
tion, while no cavitation uould be expected at tht. draft and position of DD592. Calculationr-
similar to Those made for the EC2 indicate that DD474 would reach a maximum upward dis-
placement after arrival of the direct shock wave. By anal-
ogy with the EC2, the actual upward displacement may have been considerably larg,:r.

"5.5 VARIATION OF BULKHEAD MOTION WITH HEIGHT IN SHIP

The data for the response to the direct shock wave shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 indicates
that the time of rise to peak velocity increased with distance above the keel in the EC2 and
DD593, and that the average acceleration decreased as the rise time increased.

Figuc 5.6 shom's vertical velocities at two positions on Bulkhead 88-89 on the EC2.
The increase in rise time and decrease of acceleration with height may be observed by
"comparing the two records with each other and with the record of velocity at the base of
the bulkhead (Figure 5.3). An increase in peik velocity with height is also noted in the
comparison. The peak velocity at the upper-deck level on the bulkhead was nearly 25 per-
cent greater than the peak velocity at the base of the bulkhead.

Figure 5.7 shows the upward displacements at three levels of Bulkhead 88-89 on the
EC2.

The compression diminished as the upper part of the ship began moving upward.
and the bulkhead regained its original dimensions after the arrival of the
shock wave. Later relative displacements indicated by the figure are not reliable because
of the accumulation of errors in correcting the records for motions of the seismic elements
of the velocity meters.

The increase in peak velocity and the decrease in average acceleration at the upper lev-
els of the ship can be understood as a consequence of the dynamic response of the ship.
Figure 5.8 shows the calculated velocity of a simple spring-mass system in response to a
triangular pulse of velocity applied at its base. Both the peak velocity and the rise time

for the response are seen to depend on the ratio of the length of the triangular pulse to the
period of the spring-mass system.

The
rise time at the upper-deck level of the bulkhead was 0.4 times the pulse length," and the
peak velocity was 1.4 times the velocity of the triangular pulse. These values are con-
sistent with a pulse length of about 0.9 of the natural period of oscillation and indicate an
effective natural frequency of about 12 cps for the upper part of the bulkhead.
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-.• .~ 5.6 VARIATION OF VERTICAL VELOCITY WVITH STRUCTURE

Upward peak velocities considerably larger than the computed vertical particle velocity

Nxere observed at several positions on the hull or on foundations of equipment on the EC2
and DD593. Table 5.4 show s some of the measured peak velocitie6 expressed ab ratio!: to

the calculated vertical particle velocity.
At least some of the increase in peak velocity may be attributed to dynamic response of

the str,..ures to N\hlLh the meters %%ere attached, as described in Section 5.5. Figr; 5.9

is a comparison of the velocitý recorded on the inner bottom at the center of Frame 97 on
the EC2 with the triangular pulse of velocity described in Section 5.4.

Peak velocities appeared to be influenced bN th% nature of the mass loading at the instru-

mented positions. The largest peak velocities were observed at unloaded or lightly loaded

portions of the hull. The largest vertical velocity recorded on the EC2, double the calcu-

lated particle velocity, was recorded in the shaft alley. Two lightly-loaded positions on
the keel gave the highest vertical velocities on DD593, both about 2.5 times the estimated
vertical particle velocity. Velocities on bulkheads and on foundations of very heavy equip-

ment were significantly lower than the velocities on lightl3 loaded structures and vAere

nearer to the calculated vertical particle velocities.

b 5.7 INWARD MOTIONS OF HULL FRAMES

Positions 6 and 8 on the EC2 recorded the motion of a frame below the waterline on the
side of the ship facing the burst.

Inwird displacements of the frame are shown in Figure 11. The shock spectrum of

the motion at Position 6 is showm in Figure 5.12, as obtain,.d from the shock-spectrum
recorder and from an analysis of the initial 25 msec of the velocity-meter record. The

generally close agreement between the spectra obtained from the two different sources in-

dicates that the record from the shock-spectrum recorder was not greatly affected by
yielding of the reeds,

(Table 3.12).

Accelerations obtained from the analysis of the velocity-meter record for frequencies
below 30 cps tended to be low, because the length of record analyzed (25 msec) was in-

sufficient to allow the response of a low-frequency system to proceed through enough com-
plete cycles to reach its largest maximum value. The velocity-meter records were tabu-
lated at increments of 0.2 msec for the analysis shown in Figures 5.10 through 5.12, and

. the high-frequency analysis was therefore adequate up to the 1200-cps limit set by the re-

cording galvanometer.
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A velocity meter at Position 16 on DD72S measured radial velocity of a frame below
the waterline on the side of the shiD facing the burst.

5.8 ATHWARTSHIP MOTIONS

As indicated in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, peak athwartship velocities on the EC2 and DD593
were significantly smaller than peak vertical velocities measured nearby, except for the
positions below the waterline on the side of the hull facing the charge and except for Posi-
tion 13 near the starboard side of the EC2.

Table 5.5 summarizes data obtained from athwartship velocity meters on the EC2 dur-
ing the response from the direct shock wave. The duration of the initial pulse of velocity
increased regularly with height in the ship, so that although the peak velocity was slightly
smaller at the upper-deck le,'ls, the initial athwartship peak displacement of the EC2 in-
creased from the inner bottom to ,,he upper deck.

Figures 5:13 and 5.14 show athwartship velocitl6s and displa~cements at two different
heights on the EC2. The initial peak displacement is reliable. However, following the
initial displacement, the recorded velocity returned nearly to zero, and the later steady
increase in displacement shown in Figure 5.14 was due entirely to correction of the re-
corded velocity for motion of the seismic element of the velocity meter. Because of the
relatively large magnitude of the correction, this later displacement is not believed to be
reliable. The severe upward accelerations applied to each of the athwartship meters may
have buckled the supporting springs for the seismic magnets, and the correction for mo-
tion of the magnet would then show a drift in displacemet because of a shift in the equi-
librium position of the magnet.

5.9 SHOCK MOTIONS CAUSED BY SHOCK WAVE REFLECTED
FROM THE OCEAN BOTTOM

A second shock motion, which was recorded about 0.5 second after the initial shock mo-
tion on the EC2, DD593, and DD728, was apparently produced by a shock wave reflected
"from the ocean bottom. The shock wave that produced this motion approached the EC2 and
DD593 from a deeper point than the direct shock wave, as shown by relative arrival times
at different positions on each ship (Table 3.1). It arrived almost exactly at thc time cal-
culated for transmittal of a bottom-reflected wave to the EC2, DD593, and DD728.

Because no signal indicating time of detonation was recorded on SSK3 or DD886, and be-
~ .• cause both targets were broadside so that the upward angle with which the shock wave ap-

proached the ships could not be accurately determined, an unambiguous identification of
the reflected shock wave could not be made on these targets,

The shock motions caused bN the reflected shock wave %%ere generallyless abrupt than
those due to the direct wave. Average rise time to peak velociti for the shock motions
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from the reflected wave was larger than the average rise time for the direct wave by a
S:± factor of 1.3 on the EC2 and by a factor of 3.6 on DD593. The increase in rise time sug-

"gests that the reflected wave either had a gradual rise to peak pressure or consisted of a
series of pulses occurring in rapid succession over a period of several milliseconds. On
DD886 the reflected wave appeared to have dispersed into an initial sharp shock a\ave fol-
loved by pulses of lower pressure but greater impulse near the ocean surface (Table 3.6).

In Table 5.6 calculated parameters of the bottom-reflected wave are compared with
measurements of velocity made on the target ships.' The values of pressure, velocity, rd
angle of incidence shown in the table were calculated for straight-line raypaths reflect.
from the ocean bottom shown at the NN ahoo site in Reference 25, as corrected by subse-
quent errata sheet. The calculated values of velocities have been compared with peak ve-
locities measured at lower levels on the target ships, and an apparent reflection coefficient
has been defined as the ratio of the measured peak vertical velocity at the lower levels of a
ship to the vertical particle velocity of the surface water calculated for perfect reflection
with no allowance for focusing or refraction. It allows estimation of foundation velocities.
The apparent reflection coefficient includes not onl3 attenuation during the reflection from
the ocean bottom but also effects of refraction of the reflected wave and focusing of the
wave due to curvature of the ocean bottom.

The apparent reflection coefficient is plotted as a function of the angle of incidence at
the ocean bottom in Figure 5.15. The simple variation of the coefficient with angle shown
in the figure suggests that the ratios of velocity observed were not greatly affected by var-
iations in refraction or focusing effects, and that the apparent reflection coefficient is
mainly a measure of the real variation of reflection coefficient-for the shock wave with
angle of incidence at the ocean bottom.

In Figure 5.16 the velocity produced at the ocean surface by the reflected shock 'Aave
has been plotted for three directions from surface zero on the assumption that the apparent
reflection coefficient was a function of the angle of incidence of the shock wave at the ocean
bottom only. The differences among the curves are due to differences in bottom contours
in different directions from surface zero.

*• 5.10 SHOCK SPECTRA

The shock spectra of Tables 3.7 through 3.11 show the maximum responses of lightly
damped vibrating systems to the shock motions of the target ships. Reeds in the shock-
spectrum recorders had damping less than 1 percent of critical damping, and the lower
frequency reeds continued to oscillate with measurable amplitude for as long as 10 seconds
after the initial shock excitation. Because of the low damping of the reeds, shock pulses
that occurred after the initial shock on the target ships acted on reeds that were still vi-
brating in response to the initial shock. The response of the reeds to the subsequent mo-
tions depended on the phase of the vibrations at the time of occurrence of the later motion,
and the later motion sometimes caused increases and sometimes caused decreases in the
overall amplitude of response of a particular reed.

•__ On the EC2, of the five positions at which good time-histories were obtained from the
motorized shock-spectrum recorders, the bottom-reflected wave caused an increase in the
response of the 20-cps reed at three positions, and a decrease in response at two posi-
tions (Table 3.7). The effects of all of the shock motions on the reeds may be seen in the
records from the shock-spectrum recorders with motor-driven paper supplies (Figures3.15 through 3.19). Figure 3.17 shows particularly clear examples of an increase in
amplitude from the subsequent motions (20.0 cps), a decrease in amplitude from the shok
pulses immediately following the initial shock but an increase in amplitude from the
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bottom-reflected wave (28.3-cps reed), and a decrease in amplitude from the bottom-

reflected wave (40.3-cps reed).
ý\ hen the maximum response of a reed in a shock-spectrum recorder occurs as a re-

sult of subsequent shock excitations man\ cycles after the reed was initially set in motion,
the value of the maximum response depends critically on the exact frequency of ths. reed
(because of phasing) and on damping (because of the decay of the initial motion). The re-
sponst of the reed is then no longer an accurate indication of the responst that would be
expected on a system of nearly (but not exactly) the same frequency, or of approximately
(but not exactly) the same damping as the reed. Under these conditions, shock spectra
sho\ving the maximum responses of the reeds to all of the shock motions give only a rough
indication of the level of shock response of equipment. A shock spectrum indicating the
peak responses during only the first few cycles of motion of the reed may be more useful,
especially for application to equipment with damping larger than the damping in the reeds.

5.11 ESTIMATE OF MOTIONS OF DD474 AND DD592

Although no time-base records were obtained on DD474 and DD592, peak bodily veloci-
ties from the direct and bottom-reflected waves have been estimated by calculations based
on data from the EC2, DD593, and the operating destroyers, and are shown in Tables 5.3
through 5.6 and in Figure 5.16. Some information as to the shock motions were obtained
from the shock-spectrum recorders that furnished records of the peak responses of reeds
with frequencies of 20 to 450 cps on DD474 and DD592 during Wahoo.

The calculations indicated that DD474 received two major .Zhock excitations. The first
exciEtation, from the direct wave, was the more severe, and was followed about 0.M second
later by an excitation from the bottom-reflected wave. Shock spectra recorded on DD474
for Shot V\ahoo were similar in magnitude to those recorded on the same target for Shot
Umbrella. Considered position-by-position and frequency-by-frequency, the shock-spec-
trum accelerations for vertical motions of bulkheads and foundations on DD474 for Shot
V ahoo were larger than those for Shot Umbrella by a factor of 1.1, with a standard devia-
tion of 0.2 in the ratio.

DD592 also received two major shock excitations, but the shock from the bottom-reflected
wave (arriving 0.7 second after the direct "ave) was probably the more severe. Shock-
spectrum accelerations for vertical motions of bulkheads and foundations on DD592 for Shot
\\ahoo N•ere larger than those for Shot Umbrella by a factor of 1.5, Lovs-frequency reeds
were relatively more excited by Wahoo than by Umbrella. A standard deviation of 0.8 ob-
served in the ratios of the accelerations was due to the variation of ratio M2th frequency.

Records from motorized shock-spectrum recorders on DD474 and DD592 ii1 Umbrella,
as shown in Figures 4.18 through 4.23, showed that the reeds used for the comparison
with Wahoo responded to several shock motions, and that the maximum responses of man.
of the reeds occurred a considerable time after the initial excitation. Similar effects cer-
tainl) occurred on DD474 and DD592 during Wahoo, as suggested by the records obtained
from the operating motorized shock-spectrum recorders on the EC2 (Figures 3.15 through
3.19). As described in Section 5.10, the overall maximum response cannot be ascribed to

a particular shock excitation.
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1TABLE .1 5 VELOCITY OF SOUND L'UED. IN IREIFRACTION

CALCULATI(HNS, SHOT \kAHO0

i! DpthVulocit\ ol Soun(;

S0 5.045

200 5.i'50

300 5.050
320 5,040
030 5.036

376 5,010
420 5.011046$ 9%
4 95 4,980

546 4,970S618 4,950

646 4,940
6q.. 4,930
756 4.920

$38 4.911

950 4.900
.L,. -4.9M90

1.502 4.S;
1.956 4,570

TAB'1 5 P ANG" ANL, ORPIENTATIONS OF TARGMET, SHOT '%Alit,

Rang .Ant, o:ientation %\e:ve obtained frorr the arriual time, of the dire,: sho, k %ave at instrument positions
or ,v it vre, O r n!ition .ar, t att -to the. dtfi czior c .: e, I, " io, , j' t at the targot,

. N1
'hip h.-ni PoiW lk, .. onzal Range tihrvi-n, Lir. Angle \w.r. t <o ) tnt ol

ItA" f !Ranz, :-oam 5u.fa•. Zero fow kn- Shock \\a%\ Aingle Attituat o: ship

E C. he,, at r rani s; L I A, 199 Starboard side facing burst, w:th
centerline bo\, neaaer burst than su.t•.

Line across 3 6' 8 0.850
bottom, Ft, 97

*DD474 Centor of ship 2,900'- - Stern towai-0 burst
DD5142 Cenvir of 4hip 4,900' --- Starboard sioe facing burst

DDS.Z Ke at Frame 99 9.150 Longitudinal 1 . 0,965 Stern to\\ard burst

DD724c Crnttv oi Antp 15104A* Lonlitu.4n 9(, 1 0.006 Bro~a.sidv, poet sidt lacing bui
centerln..

SDS73 Cenit.: o: thip I5,0 Longiudin.i! R I 0.00(0 Broads..-io, pot" Side! fa.ing b
,ubmergv, 50 feet to keyr

DDS56 Centei of ship 30,000" Longitudinal 90 1 0.600 Broadside, port sice facing 'r

V Value from Hvt ru.n% .t. Fiducial zero-tiint. Signal not iv.(.htue.u on t.:1.-.rg..t

~lid
gem.

% %2

p ? 4
% %1-SAW



S,.\; LL . PLAI% \ LlmITIK.• RELATIVE- T(., \EtTI(.AL PARTICLL \'L(C•'IT

"FOR DIRECT WAVE, SHOT \\AHOO

The cavulatvi: vv'ruteal pat:'civ veloý,it, for the EC. is 7.'. ft sec For 1)D59:, 0.2',
:t ,-,, %,.. thi:- wiaue :s quevsionablv b-v.uq <,: un vrtamvnt• in thL :%'x".,r•r
•d ',, iFxcur-z. 5.1 and 5.2•

Ratio o: Peak
Ship umbt.r Location Vuloditý to Vertical

i'• ~P,.;'l.ll \r!'• 1,-

"EC2 I Bottom center of Bulkhead 8. ).12
5 Inner bottom, port sid., Frame '.4" 1.27

Ic S bjva:,v o: main engine 1.2.
2 Inner bottom, center of Fram. 97 1.42
4 Inwv:- bot'om. st-iroa-t, iat1 . Fv'mq7 9!.0

12 Inner uottom, Frame 105 .2, at foundation of
diesel engine 1.80

2S Shaft alen at Framv 166 2.0(0

DD593 20 On foundation of reduction gear, Frame 102 0.9
21 On foundation of reduction gear, Frame 1061• 0.9
24 On foundation of turbogenerator, Frame M10 0.9
19 Bulkhead 92 ':1 S. fetr above keel . ' 0

2.: Or. lount-ation oa tuibogvnv-rato:'., Frame 104 1.1
i1 Bulkhead 110 at kee.l 1.3
13 Keel at Frame 99 2.4
1 KNve at r:amv 2. 5

•:.'•Pages 120 through 125
:•:7:•deleted.
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Chapter' 6

DISCUSSION, SHOT UMBRELLA

In Chapter 4 the test results from Shot Umbrella were presented without interpretation. In
this chapter some pertinent calculations are made, and the results are discussed and com-
pared with theory.

6.1 RANGES AND ORIENTATIONS OF TARGET SHIPS

Ranges and orientations of the instrumented ships in the target array were calculated
from the arrival times of the direct shock wave "t the ships, The arrival time of the shock
wave at 14.85 feet radial distance from the burst was taken from Table 3.3
of Reference 28, and arrival times thereafter were calculated from the Vielocity of the shock
wave as a function of pressure (Reference 26). Aveiage pressures reported by Project 1.1
%%ere used to compute velocity along straight-line raypaths. The velocity of sound in the
lagoon was taken as 5,045 ft ;sec. and the depth of burst as 140 feet. Horizontal ranges of
the targets were determined by comparing measured arrival times (Table 4.1) with arrival
times calculate.1 along various rays.

Orientations of the target ships relative to the direction of propagation of the direct
shock wave were determined from the relative arrival times of the shock wave at different
positions on the ships.

Ranges and orientations of the targets for Shot Umbrella are shown in Table 6.1. The
estimated accuracy of each orientation angle is shown in the table. The accuracy of the
calculations of ranges depends on the accuracy of the acoustic velocity assumed and on the
accuracy of the corrections for the velocity of the shock wave from References 26 and 25.

6.2 VARIATION OF VERTICAL VELOCITIES OF TARGET SHIPS WITH RANGE

Estimates of the pressure field from Shot Umbrella made prior to Operation Hardtack
(Reference 30) indicated that the shock wave pressure would differ considerably from the
pressure computed for free water, and that the impulse in the shock wave would be de-
creasvd by effects occurringin shallow water. Equations 1.1 and 1.2, in which the im-
pulse is assumed to be the same as that in free water, might therefore not be suitable for
estimating the vertical shock velocities to be expected on the target ships.

A direct calculation of the impulse in the shock wave was carried out afterShot Umbrella.
using pressure-time data in Reference 27. Table 6.2 shows some of the calculations made,
and Figure 6.1 shows the vertical velocity as a function of range obtained from the calcu-
lations for 1.3--foot draft. The figure also shows for comparison the velocity calculatvd bY
Equation 1.2 at a depth of 140 feet.

Plotted in Figure 6.1 are the observed upward peak velocites of bulkheads on the sur-
face targets in response to the direct shock wave. At close ranges, the results agree
sometwhat better with the velocities as calculated from the observed impulse. Tabie 6..;
giv.s some ratios between measured peak velocities and the calculated vertical vwlociti,:.
for the surface target ships.
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The pressure wave radiated into the tater from the lagoon bottom was the first wave
that arrived at the t;rget ships. Impulses shown in Table 6.2 were calculated for pres-
sures measured relative to the hydrostatic pressure at the gage locations and for timtes
beginning at the time of arrival of the direct shock wave. Peak velocities of the target
ships %%ere read from reference lines drawn through the %ebocitN records just pilor to thn
time of arrival of the shock wave, and thus represent velocity changes.

66.3 DECELERATION AND VERTICAL DISPLACEAMENT OF SURFACE SHIPS

Vertical velocities and displacements recorded at the bases of bulkheads on the EC2
and DD474 are shown in Figures 6.2 through 6.5. The measured motions are compared
with motions calculated from the pressure field, as shown b% the thin lines in the figures.

Impulse calculations for a depth equal so the draft of the EC2, interpolated for the range.
"of the EC2 from data shown in Table 6.2, give a peak velocity ;ror the bodily
motion of the ship. The calculation was continued beyond the eEd of the positive pulIr of
pressure by assuming that cavitation occurred at the bottom of the ship, and
that the EC2 therefore decelerated at an average of 2.5 g in accordance with its draft. The
upward velocitN of the ship caused by the bottom-transmitted wave %%as considered as an
initial condition, and the calculated velocity-curve was fitted tb the velocity change at the
arrival of the shock wave (Figure 6.2). The displacement obtained by integrating the fitted
calculation is compared with measured displacement in Figure 6.3.

"Similar calculations for bodily motion of DD474 are compared with recorded bulkhead
motion in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The average deceleration of DD474 during the La% itation

phase was taken as 3.5 g because of the 13-foot draft.
The measured peak velocity, i. e., change in velocity (corrected for motion of the seis-

mic element of the meter) on the EC2 was ne:,rl 25 percent larger than the velocity change
calculated from the pressures, but the axerage %elocit) anti displacement folloN~ed the cal-
culations fairly well for about 60 msec after the arrival of the shock wave. At this time
the average deceleration of 2.5 g was no longer evident, and the measured velocity de-
creased with an average acceleration of slightly less than 1 g.

Peak velocity on DD474 was nearly equal to the calculated velocity change. The decel-
eration approximated the calculated 3.5 g for oiiy about 40 msec .,her the arrival of the
shock a'ave before decreasing sloml\ to nearly zero deceleration near the end of the ana-
lyzed portion of the record.

6.4 VARIATION OF BULKHEAD MOTION WITH HEIGHWI IN SHIP

The data for the response to the direct shock wave shown in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.7, and
4.8 indicates that the time of rise to peak velocity increased with distance above the keel
in the EC2 and in the three target destroyers. The average acceleration dec. eased as the
rise time increased.

Figure 6.6 shows vertical velocities at two positions on Bulkhead 88-89 on the EC2.
n The increase in rise time and decrease of acceleration with height may be obseried b%

comparing the two records with each other and with the record of velocity at the base of
the bulkhead (Figure 6.2). Although the motions were complicuted b'y the responv; to the
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bovtom-transmitted %\ave, the ý eXocity at the upper-deck level (velocity change of 7,( ft 'Se,,
in 40 mse.* after correction for motion of the seismic element of the meter) was consistent
with the, response of a 12-cps system to a triangular pu!se of velocity with magnitudv of
5 ft 'see and duation of 63 msec (Figure 5.8).

6.5 VARIATION OF VERTICAL VELOCITY WJTH STRUCTURE AND SHIP

Upward peak velocities considerabiy larger than the ccnputýd bodily vertical velocitiie
were observed ot several positions on the hulls or on the foundaticas of equipment on the
surface targets. Table 6.3 shows some of the measured peak velocities expressed as ra-
tios of the calculated velocity changes of Table 6.2.

At leasý sonmc oi th. mncrea,,e in peak velocity ma% be at•ributed to dynamic response of
the structures to which the meters were attached. Although the observed peak velocities
on the EC2, DD474. and YFNB12 varied from less than calculated velocity to more than
twice the calculated velocity, the measured velocities and displacements oscillated about
the calculated curves for the initial portions of the motions on the EC2 and DD474 (Figures
6.2 through 6.5).

Peak velocities appeared to be influenced by the nature of the nass loading at the in-
strumented positions. The largest peak velocitie j were observed at unloaded or ligihtly
loaded portions of the hull. Velocities on bulkheads and on foundations of very heavy equip-
ment were significantly lower than the velocSties on lightly loaded structures.

If the bodily velocity calculated from observed impulse is used as a reference, some
variation in velocity ratio with range is indicated b\ the data from the three target destroy-
ers as listed in Table 6.3. The average ratio of peak \vlocit\ to calculated velocity changt
was 1.0 on DD474 (range 1,920 feet), but increased to 1.4 on DD592 (range 2,980 feet) and
to 2 on DD593 (range 7,930 feet). An avet'age ratico of 1.4 was observed on DD593 during
Shot Wahoo (Table -. 4).

If the observed bulkhead velocities are used as a reference base, there does not appear
to be a variation in ratio with range.

The peak velocities on DD592 and DD593 during Umbrella are of low accuracy because
of their extremely small values and because of the disturbing effects of the bottom-trans-
mitted wave on the seismic elements of the velocity meters. Velocities on DD593 during
\\ahoo were also low, and the calculalions for the effects of refraction were somewhat un-
certain for the larger ranges. The apparent variation of velocity ratio with range or angli-
indicated by the data from DD592 and DD593 thus may hot be significant,

6.6 INWARD MOTIONS OF HULL FRAMES OF SURFACE SHIPS

Positions 7 and 9 on the EC2 recorded the motion of a frame below the waterline on
the side of the ship facing the burst.

The velocity-meter records \\ere tabulated at increments of 0.2 msec for the analysis
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shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, and the high-ffrequenry analysis was therefore adequate up
to the 1200-cps limit set by the recording galvanometer.

Inward motions of the hiull of DD592 tfocated broadside at a range of 2,980 feet) \ere
measured on the starboard side, on the port side, and at the keel at four different locations.
Tht highest peak velocity recorded on DD592 was at Postion 41, near the center of the
after engine room, 16 feet starboard of the centerline, on the side of the ship facing the

burst.

Position 15 was similar to Position 41 but located near the center of the forward engine
room. Hoi\ever, equipment in the forward engine room was reversed, left to right, com-
pared to Bquipment in the after engine room, and Position 15 was located 2 frames for-
ward of the foundation of the main reduction gear in the forward engine room.

Radially oriented meters in the forward and after fire rooms of DD592, Positions 9 and

38, \\ere only 6 feet starboard of the centerline, and measured velocities neurl\ in th(.
vertical direction. Peak velocities , at these positions
were only slightly larger than the vertical velocities measured at the keel nearby.

Peak velocity of the side of the hull facing away from the burst cn the EC2 was directed

outward, a\NaN from the burst, and averaged onl\ one-fifth of the peak velocit\ on tht Sidl
of the hull facing the burst. Peak radial velocities of the hull to port of centerline on
DD592 were directed nm\ard. In the engine rooms. peak velocity on the side away from
the zharge averaged one-fifth of the velocity on the side toward the charge, whereas in tht
fire rooms (\%here the meters were only 6 feet from the keel) the velocity on the side away

from the charge averaged 39 percent of the velocity on the side toward the charge.

6.7 HORIZONTAL MOTIONS OF SURFACE SHIPS

As indicated in Tables 4.3 through 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8, athwartship and longitudinal peak
\elocities were smaller than peak vertical velocities measured nearby, except for posi-

tions below the waterline on the side of the hull of the EC2 facing the charge and except
for Position 2 on the keel and Position •.5 on the foundation of the turbogeneratoronDD592.

Table 6.4 summv,,izes data obtain,' i om athwartship velocity meters on the EC2. The
"duration of the initial pulse of velocity increased regularly with height in the ship, so that

although the peak athwartship velocity was slightly smaller at the upper-deck leyels, the
initial athwartship peak displacement of the EC2 increased from

to • the upper deck. Figure 6.9 shows athwartship velocity at'two dif-
ferent heig"hts on the EC2.

Athwartship displacements of DD474, which was alined stern toward the burst, weresmall. Athýartship motions consisted of an initial pulse of velocity to port, with duration

Ft2• of about 2 msec, lollowed by irregular oscillations that rezulted in peak velocities to
starboard for some of the records. Peak velocities were less than half of the peak verti-
cal velocities measured near each athwartship meter. The initial motion to port was prob-

ably associated with a slight misalinement of DD474 that caused the shock wave to approach
"the ship from a direction making an angle of about 8' with the longitudinal centerline (Tabk'
5.2). Athwartship velocities of DD593, also with stern toward the burst, were less than
0.05 ft/sec and consisted entirely of oscillations, with no indication of a definite initial ex-

: 'citation in either direction.
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DD592 was oriented starboard side facing the burst. Athwartship velocities at the su-
perstructure deck (Position 7) and at the foundation of a 5-inch gun (Position 47) were a
third as large as vertical velocities measured nearby. Along the keel and at the founda-
tions of equipment, athwartsihip velocities were more nearly equal to vertical velocities,
but the durations of the athwartship pulses of velocity were smaller than the durations of
the vertical pulses, and the ath~artship displacements were smaller than the vertical dis-
4.lacempnts. Peak athwartship velocity of the keel at Frame 22 of DD592 (Position 2) was

larger than any other recorded velocity except for the radial velocity of the hull
on the starboard side of the after engine room.

The comparatively narrow section of the ship near the bow probably
contributed to the large value of the athwartship velocity at Frame 22.

Peak longitudinal velocities of the end-on destroyers DD474 and DD593 were less than
half of the vertical velocities measured nearby. No longitudinal velocities were measured
oa the EC2, and the single longitudinal velocity measured on the broadside destroverDD592
was only a third of the vertical velocity measured nearby on the keel.

6.8 BODILY MOTION OF SUBMARINES

Figure 6.10 shows longitudinal velocities measured near the stern, midships, and bow
of Squaw 29, which was submerged stern toward the burst. The figure also shows the
calculated rigid-body motion of a thin, neutrally buoyant cylinder having the same length
as the Squaw (121 feet) under the action of the free-field pressures at each end of the Squa%%.
The method of calculation was the same as that used to calculate the bodily motion of SquaA
13 in Operation Wigwam (Reference 6) except that the pressure-time histories suppliedby
"Project 1.1 were used to determine the forces acting on each end of the cylinder.

As shown in Figure
6.11, the average displacement at the stern, midships, and bow agreed fairly well with
the calculated rigid-body displacement. The rigid-body motion thus comprised only a
minor part of the recorded velocity at each of the three longitudinal-meter positions, as
might be expected from the brief duration of the loading.

Out-of-phase oscillations with a period of about 19 msec appeared at the gages at the
bow and stern of the Squaw (Figure 6.10). The indicated frequency of 53 cps was higher
than the 37.5 cps reported in Reference 21 as the frequency of the accordion mode of
Squa= 29 when partly submerged. A pulse of velocity toward the burst measured at the
bow, amounting to 10 ft/sec, appeared to correspond to the arrival of the shock wave at
the bow of the Squaw. Transit time of the shock wave along the length of the Squaw
sternwas approximately equal to the period of the relative motion between the bow and
,stern A frequency of about 110 cps appeared in the velocity record from the
midship bulkhead (Figure 6.10), corresponding to frequencies of 103 and 113 cps reported
in Reference 21 as frequencies of the bulkhead for longitudinal excitation.

Vertical velocities measured at the stera. midships, and bow of Squaw 29 are shown in
Figure 6.12. An upward velocity imas produced by the bottom-transmitted wave
'%hich arrived prior to the direct shock wai'e. Although the initial pulse of velocit) pro-
duced by the direct shock wave was in the upward direction at stern and midships, the

shock wave did not produce any significant change in the average upward velocity, in con-
formance with the end-on orientation of the target. Measurements of transit time of the
shock %%ave along the length of the SquaA indicated that the shock a.ave passed along the
"SquaA within 40 of end-on incidence (Table 6.1). Data from pitch gages (Reference 20)
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showed that the Squaw was submerged for the test with a bow-down angle of 3*, so that the
shock wave probably struck the Squaw slightly from beneath.

As was the case on Squaw 29, the peak longitudinal velocity measured on SSK3 "a• much
larger than the calculated rigid-body velocity of the target. SSK3 was submerged bow
toward the burst, and longitudinal velocity was measured only near the center of thu mid-
ship bulkhead. The recorded velocity showed vibrations at 110 cps, which probably re-
flected a shock-excited natural frequency of the midship bulkhead.

Upward velocity of the SSK3 was recorded near the center of the midship bulkhead and
on the deck near the periscope well.

Peak upward velocity of the deck was thi,
times as large as the peak velocity of the builkhead, but the velocity of the deck was asso-
ciated with vibrations at several different frequencies, including a component at about 170
cps. An initial peak displacement to port was recorded by the athwartship
meter near the center of the midship bulkhead.

Measurements of transit time along the length of SSK3 indicated that the shock wave
passed along the target within 40 of end-on incidence (Table 6.1). Evidence from the ver-
tical and athwartship meters suggests that the shock wave struck SSK3 slightly from below
and from the starboard side.

6.9 SHOCK MOTIONS OF THE HULL OF SUBMARINE TARGETS

The radial motion of Frame 33 of Squaw% 29 was measured at approximately 45' incre-
ments around the frame. At the Arrival of the shock wave, the frame moved inward with
peak velocities that varied from . the bottom of the frame to

the top of the frame,

Velocity of the water particles corresponding to a pressure at the
position of the Squaw Inward peak velocities of the frames Varied
from 23 to 58 percent of the particle vdlocity. The approximate theory of elastic re-
sponse of a c% lindrical shell to erd-on attack of Reference 31 gives a radial velocity of
the shell of the order of the water particle velocity, for a sustained pressure.

The variation in shock velocity around the frames of Squaw 29 may be due in part to
the fact that the axis of the Squaw was not exactly alined with the direction of travel of the
shock wave. If the shock wave approached the Squaw slightly from below, the top of the
hull would tend to be shielded from the direct effect of the wave, and inward velocities and
displacements %ould tend to be smaller at the tops of the frames. Measuremvntsof -trains
at Frame 33 1/2 and of pressures in the ballast tanks (Reference 20) indicated that applied
pressures as well as maximum strains were significantly lower at the top of the hull than
at the bottom.

Motions of frames of SSK3 were similar to motions measured on Squaw 29.
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6.10 MOTIONS OF HEAVY EQUIPMENT ON SUBMARINE TARGETS

SqUL%% 29 contained five cast-steel blocks designed to simulate the engine-generators
and motors of an SS567-class submarine on 5 scale. The port engine-generator was
mounted on six EES A6L resilient mounts, whereas the remaining items were bolted to
their foundations. SSK3 was equipped with three main engine-generators mounted on low-
frequency resilient mounts. Velocities and accelerations measured on the equipment and

on foundations are summarized in Table 6.5.
The resilient mounts afforded considerable shock protection to engine-generators on

Squaw 29 ane SSK3 during the initial pulse of shock motion. The mounts attenuated the

initial pulse of velocity so that peak velot.ity on the mounted equipment was only about 15
percent of the peak velocity of the foundation, and attenuated the average acceleration on

the equipment to about 2 percent of the average acceleration of the foundation. Corre-

sponding ratios for the engine-generator bolted to its foundation on Squaw 29 were 73 per-

cent for peak velocity and 28 percent for average acceleration.
The action of the resilient mounts in the longitudinal direction may be seen in Figure

6.13, which shows longitudinal displacement of the foundation and longitudinal displacement
of the resiliently mounted engine on Squaw 29. The smoothing-cut of the rapid displace-
ments of the foundations, and the resultant relative displacement.between the equipment
and the foundation, may be seen in the figure. The bottom-transmitted pressure wave that
arrived first at the Squaw caused the engine to start moving forward so that the initial rela-
tive displacement, caused by the later rapid forward motion of the foundation at the arrival

of the direct shock wave, was significantly less.
Relative vertical displacement of the engine Aith respect to its foundation is plotted in

Figure 6.14. Shown is an average relative displacement determined from the difference in

displacements between velocity meters mounted on the engine foundation and near the cen-
ter of the engine, as well as the displacement across a single mount as read from the'firm
from a high-speed motion-picture camera. The record on the film showed that the engine
was subjected to rocking motions of considerable amplitude, and that the vertical, longi-

tudinal, and rocking motions interacted in such a way that the most severe loads on the
photographed mount occurred a considerable time after the arrival of the shock motions of
the foundation. Compression of the mount during the initial shock motion amounted to less
than 0.4 inch. However, the mount bottomed violently in tension at an extension of 1.1

inches from equilibrium about 100 msec after the arrival of the shock wa.e, and bottomed
again in compression about 240 msec after the arrival of the shock wave. These extreme
motions were associated mainly with rocking of the engine in the fore-and-aft direction.

The occurrence of a second shock of the foundation of the engine, indicated in Figure
6.14, appeared to cause a decrease rather than an increase in the subsequent amplitudes
of displacement across the photographed mount.

"6.11 SHOCK MOTIONS FROM CLOSURE OF CAVITATION

A second shock excitation, which occurred after detonation on most
targets, was apparently produced by the closure of the cavitation layer resulting from the
"passage of the direct shock wave. The phenomenon could be observed in aerial motion

pictures of Shot Umbrella as a change in color of the water surface, which swept back
toward the point of explosion shortly after detonation.

In Figure 6.15 the time of arrival of the second shock wave is plotted from data in Ta-
ble 4.1. The second shock motion apneared first at about the range of the forward engine
room on DD474, 1,920 feet from surface zero, and extended rapidl% both toward ind .'•a:,
from the burst.
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The shock motions caused b% clobur, of cavitation were generallI less abrupt than thost
due to the direct wave. At some locations the pulse producing the second shock motion ap-
peared to have several components

The average accelerations produced by the second shock motion were
much smaller than those produced by the direct shock %%ave on the EC2, DD474, undDI)592.

On Squa%% 29, peak radial velocities produced during the second shock motion averaged
S7 percent of the peak radial velocities from the direct shock wave. The second shock
motion tended to produce high-frequency oscillations of the Squaw hull, and the highest
radial acce.eration of a hull frame was produced during the second shock. Longi-
tudinal motions of the Squaw during the second shock were directed mainly toward the

burst, and peak velocities were on!% a third as large as peak longitudinal velocities from
the direct shock wave.

On surface ships, the second shock motion %Nas most severe oa DD474, where upward
bulkhead velocities were observed. A peak velocity was pro-
duced at the bottom ol Bulkhead 88 on the EC2 by the second shock motion, and peak ve-
locities were observed on bulkheads of DD592. The peak velocities (velocity
changes) from the cavitation closure were larger than peak velocities from the direct
shock wavte on DD474 and DD592, although the average accelerations were much lo~er than
those from the direct shock wave. Shock spectra obtained from motorized shock-spectrum
recorders suggest that, in general, the second shock motion would have less damaging ef-
fect on equipment in the frequency range 20 to 450 cps than would the direct shock wave,
although the second shock produced increases in response for a few frequencies at some
locations on DD592. The arrival of the second shock produced no noticeable change in
response for most of the reeds on DD474 (Table 4.11), because ot the long rise time and
low average acceleration for the shock motion.

V!
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Chapter 7

DISCUSSION OF DAMAGE TO SHIPBOARD EQUIPMENT

Damage to shipboard equipment is described in Reference 24. As expected, the most se-

vere damage during each shot occurred'on the EC2, which was not only closest to the bomb
but in addition had machinery and equipment which were not designed to resist shock load-
ing. Brittle materials, particularly cast iron, were extensively used in the propulsion sys-
tem.

In this chapter, damage to the gyrocompasses and to the propulsion plant on the destroy-
er are correlated with the measured shock motions.

7.1 DAMAGE TO TURBINES ON DESTROYERS.

Misalinement betmeen the propulsion turbines and reduction gears on DD474 was caused
bý buckling of the flexure plates supporting the turbines, by deformation of holddown bolts,
and by damage of the brackets that supported the flexure plate at the bulkhead. The tur-
bines were operated after Shot ,\ahoo, and continuously through Shot Umbrella until auto-
nmatically shut down 15 minutes after detonation.

. Similar damage occurred in both engine roonrs of DD474. Because
no velocity-time data %as obtained in Wahoo, an analysis r the response was made only for
Umbrella. The loading in Wahoo may have exceeded that in Umbrella and initiated damage.

7.2 PROPULSION TURBINE ARRANGEMENT T

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are profile and plan views of the propulsion-turbine arrangement
in the forward engine room of the destroyers. In each engine room the turbins were
mounted on two girders. An outboard girder supported the cruising and high-pressure tur- ).
bines, and an inboard girder supported the low-pressure turbine and the main condenser.
The after end of each girder was fastened to a foundation that also supported the main re-
duction gear. The forward end of each girder was suspended from a flat steel flexure
plate, %'huch as in turn supported by a bracket attached to the bulkhead at the for%ýard end
of the engine room.

The inboard girder, low-pressure turbine, and main condenser weighed a total ofS114,000 pounds. It %%as assumed that half the total load, 57,000 pounds, %%as carrie~d bý the

flexure plate between the girder and the bulkhead.
The outboard girder and the cruising and high-pressure turbines weighed a total of

,3•,000 pounds. It was assumed that half the total load was carried by the flexure plate
The forxard end of the .ruýsing turbinv and the after end of the high-pressurt: ta-brine

kboth of "hich %kere located on the outboard girder) were also supported bN separatt
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flexure plates to the girder (Figure 7.1). The high-pressure turbine weighed 24,000 pounds.

It was assumed that its flexure plate supported half the total or 12,000 pounds. Thit cruis-

ing turbine weighed 6,000 pounds.
\Velocitv meters measured the vertical shock motions at the fon'ard and aft supports for

the girders and on each girder (Figure 7.2).

7.3 ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE OF GIRDER STRUCTURES
Figure 7.3 shows velocities of the two support points for the girders in the forward en-

gine. room on DD474 during Umbrella. Figure 7.4 shows the corresponding shock spectra

at the support points. It is seen that the initial motions at both support point, were quite

similar. The shock spectra were also quite similar at these positions.
In Figures 7.5 and 7.6 the measured motions of the outboard girder during Umbrella

are compared with the calculated response of a 20-cps simple elastic system to the meas-
ured input velocity of the forward support point, Position 19, and also with the measured
response of the 20-cps reed in the motorized reed gage at Position 19. The differences
between the measured motions and the computed motion may be due to the structure damage
that occurred between the veloL~ty meter and the shock-spectrum recorder (SSR) at Posi-
tion 19. The velocity meter was on the bulkhead; the SSR was on the box girder, welded to
the bulkhead, which formed the foundation for the girder flexure plates.

*" In Figure 7.7, the measured velocity of the inboard girder during Umbrella is compared
with the ralculated response of a 12-cps simple elastic system to the measured input ve-

locltv of Position 19. As indicated by the initial similarity of the calculated and measured
response motions, the girders on their supporting flexure plates can be represented, fair-
ly well, as simple undamped systems with frequencies of 20-cps (outboard girder) and
12-cps (inboard girder). The peak accelerati...ns of each girder were obtained both from*
the shock spectrum results, and by measuring the slopes on the velocity-time records.

Peak accelerations upward and downward are indicated for the
outboard girder (Position 27) and accelerations upward and downward
for the inboard girder (Position 28). The higher acceleration of the outboard girdc-r followS
from its nigher mounting frequency as can be seen from the shock spectra of Figure 7.4.

7.3.1 Bolt Loading. From the peak accelerati, as and from the weight discriautions, the
dynamic loads on the support points of the girders were estimated.

"The upwurd acceleration does not stress these bottom bolts, be-
cause a shoulder on the flexure plate takes the load.
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Some of these
bolts vkere deformed during N\ahoo and further deformed in Umbrella. Specimen bolts are
shown in Figure 7.8.

The bolts attaching the lower end of both fl.,eure plates to the turbine girders in both the
forward and after engine rooms were of Class B steel.

None of these bolts deformed. Why only upper bolts deformed has not
been determined. Some possible reasons may be conjectured. The total load may have

M been less than estimated. The actual weight distribution may have been quite different
from that assumed. Sag in the bulkhead support for the flexure plate would allow the tur-

1 ,4 A bine girder to sag and cause the aft support point to take a larger portion of the load. The
initial torque in the bolts would cause friction bet%%een the flexure plate and turbinu girder
surfaces; tne magnitude would depend on the roughness and corrosion of the surfaces.
These factors and perhaps others, would reduce the shear load on the bolts.

It is noteworthy that not all the upper bolts were deformed and that the bolts near the
edges of the flexure plates were deformed most; this is in line with the fact that the bulk-
head support for the flexure plate also deformed most near the edges of the flexure plates,
at points of attachment to stanchions. It is apparent that the bolt loading was not uniform
and that the edge bolts took more than the average load.

7.3.2 Flexure Plate Loading. Deceleration of the girders placed the flexure plates sup-
porting them in compression. The peak dynamic compression loads measured during Um-
brella can be compared with calculated Euler buckling loads to determine if pdrnaanent de-

-~..formations of the flexure plates should have resulted. The Euler buckling loads can be
calculated from the dimensions of the flexure plates.

%! The flexure plate supporting the inboard girder is shown in Figures 7.9 and 7.10. As-
surning that the plate was equivalent to a rectangular plate 19 by 76 by 5/16 inches, %%ithfixed ends, the Euler buckling load was calculated to be 630,000 pounds. This is an upper

limit, it ignores initial eccentricity, the holes in the plate, and the lack of complete fixit%
at the ends. (If hinged ends were assumed, for example, the Euler load would be a fourth
as much).

Similar calculations were made for the flexure plate supporting the outboard girder from
the bulkhead. It %%as assumed that the plate was equivalent to a rectangular plate 19 by 39
by '/1 inches, with fixed ends. The Euler buckling load was then 330,000 pounds.
ld ofmiThis is well below the Euler
load and no noticeable deformation was measured after the test.

The Euler buckling load for this flexure plate, assuming that it was
equivalent to a rectangular plate 12 by 14 by % inches, fixed at both ends, "as 320,000
pounds. The compressive lead that would produce failure was 160,000 pounds, assuming
Class B steel. Inasmuch as the weight supported was 12,000 pounds (half the %%eight of the
Wtrbin). ak;ý.lrations in excess of 13 g x•ould cause yielding and initiite failureb. Be-
cause no velocity measurement was made on the lugh-pressure turbine itself, no direct
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measurement of the acceleration was available. However, an estimate may be made in the
following manner. If the initial eccentricity of the fiexure plate, due to thermal expansion,
is assumed to be 1/8 inch (as specified in the design), the load-deflection curve (which is
nonlinear) may be calculated (Reference 32). Using the stiffness at 0.1 of the Euler load
(1.9 '-, 106 pounds/inch), a frequency of 38 cps was calculated. For 0.4 of the Euler load,
the frequency was 31 cps. For larger loads (and deflections), the frequency decreases. As
suggested by Figure 7.12, the response acceleration for frequencies between 25 and 80

i V cps was about 50 g. This would produce a compressive stress four times as great as the
yield stress and a load rwice as large as the Euler load.

No damage was observed to the flexure plate supporting the cruising turbine (Figure
7.13). This plate, unlike the others, was braced with stiffeners to increase its buckling
strength.

7.4 DAMAGE TO GYROCOMPASSES

The master gyrocompasses installed on the principal target ships were examined for
gross mechanical damage after each of the two tests. The gyrocompass on the EC2 was
not energized for either test. Those on the three unmanned destroyers were energized and
running, but not alined, during both tests.

Figures 7.17 and 7.18 show the relative displacement of the gyros in their cases on
DD593 during '\ahoo and on DD474 during Umbrella, as determined from readings made
from high-speed-cam'era films. Motion pictures were not obtained on DD474 or DD592
during %\ahoo. The motions of the gyros on DD592 and DD593 during Umbrella were con-
siderably smaller than the motions of the gyro on DD593 during Wahoo. In the latter case
the excitation was provided by the reflection of the shock wave from the ocean bottom.

Also plotted in Figure 7.17 is the calculated response of a 4-cps undamped system to
the measured vertical motion of the deck in the IC and Plotting Room on DD593 during
Shot 1A ahoo. From the similarity of the curves it appears that the gy ro responded approxi-
mately as a 4-cps system, and oscillated relative to its case in both up-
ward and downward directions.

The motion of the gyro on DD474 during Umbrella was quite different, however, as
shown in Figure 7.18. The gyro appeared to be restrained during the initial shock motion,
and its downward relative displacement in response to the initial upward motion of the
"ship was less than '/4 inch, despite considerably more severe shock motions of the deck
than observed on DD593 during Shot ' ahoo. After the initial downward motion, the gy ro
moved upward,
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Figlire 7.8 Bolts supporting flexure plate for inboard girder after Shot Wahoo.
The deformed bolt is of Class B steel, and the undamaged bolt is of Alloy 2 steel.

IRAW

S 04

Figure 7.9 Front view of flexure plate supporting inboard girder. Maximum deformation

occurred at the section through the holes; see Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.13 Flexure plate supporting forward end of cruising

turbine. Note the stiffeners, which increased the buckling•,• strength.
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Chapter 8

DAMAGING RANGES FOR DESTROYERS AND SUBMARINES
FOR. UNDERWATER NUCLEAR ATTACK

The results of Operation Hardtack have potential for extrapolation to other situations. Be-
fore attempting such extrapolations, it is desirable to consider what motion parameters
may be used as an index of damage potential. It is also worthwhile to tabulate and consider
the results of all U. S. underwater nuclear tests.

8.1 MOTION PARAMETERS

Various motion parameters have been used as indices of damage potential. These in-
clude acceleration, velocity, relative displacement, and shock spectra. All of them have
value, depending on particular circumstances.

In design problems much use is made of equivalent accelerations in order to estimate
the strength required of equipment and foundations or other members by which shock forces
are applied to equipment. The product of the mass of the equipment by its acceleration
gives the force applied. Because th2 -support has compliance, the acceleration above the
support differs from that at the base This observation illustrates the interactions between
structural members and equipment on ships, which must be considered in interpreting data
and designing against shock.

The shock motion parameter usually measured on ships is velocity. A very practical
reason for this is that velocity does not vary greatly throughout the ship. Accelerations
on the other hand are found to vary considerably because of the mass of equipment and
mass and compliance of intervening structure. Accelerations actually vary so widely that
direct measurement is a formidable problem for underwater explosion attack. If velocity-
time measurements are made, average accelerations can be determined by measurement
of the slopes of oscillographic records. The accelerations reported in Chapters 3 and 4
were so determined.

The convenience of measurement of velocity obviously does not justify use of velocity
as an index of damage potential. Furthermore, %elocity does depend on location so that
there is a question of which velocity to select. It is believed that a good case can be made
for using the overall or bodily velocity of surface ships as a general criterion of damage
potential for attack by nuclear weapons of moderate or large size.

In nuclear attack, there is imparted in a very few milliseconds a local up'Aard velocity
approximately equal to the vertical particle velocity of the surface water. The ship then
gradually decelerates over a much longer period of time. To be sure, this view ignores

the fact that the shock wave does not strike a ship simultaneously at all points, especially
with end-on incidence. The response similarly must differ in time of occurrence. To
avoid the suggestion of simultaneity, it may be better to employ not the term "bodily ve-
locity" but terms such as "bulkhead velocity" or "section velocity." What is meant is
the average -'ertical velocity cf section of the ship. This is regarded as typical of the
whole ship.
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The rapid acceleration of a section gives rise to internal forces similar to those occur-
ring when a moving automobile strikes a comparatively rigid wall. The magnitudes of the
internal forces would depend on the mechanism and time through which acceleration or de-
celeration is effected. Because the energy available for damage increases as the velocity
squared, it appears that the damage potential should increase rapidly with velocity.

Note that it is not velocity that causes damage but the forces associated with changes of
velocity. For a fixed time of action, the magnitude of the force depends on the velocity
change. More generally, momentum change is equal to impulse imparted. Depending on
system resonant frequency, impulse may be a better index of damage capability than force
alone.

All regions, even in a single section of a ship, do not necessarily have the same velocity
at the same time, in contrast with the initial conditions in a decelerating automobile. There
will be local variations, with local velocities exceeding the average by perhaps 50 or 100
percent. The reasons for this are not precisely known. It is believed that at least in part
the increase results from mass distribution and resonance effects inside the ship and pos-
sibly diffraction outside the ship.

The use of overall velocity has the advantage that its value can be simply calculated for
nuclear attack. However, in shock studies with chemical charges, velocity varies greatly
with position and it has been customary to report observed values of local peak velocity. A
reasonable correlation can be established between values of local peak velocity and extent
of damage to equipment from a chemical-weapon attack. A similar correlation would be
expected for nuclear attack. However, because of the differences in velocity signature be-
tween the two types of attack, the magnitude of local peak velocity associated with a given
damage level might be different for nuclear attack and chemical attack for some classes
of equipment.

If consideration is limited to nuclear attacks, there should be no difference in estimates
of lethal radii if there are fixed ratios between local and overall velocities regardless of
angle of attack. The available full-scale data does not appear adequate to resolve this
question. In this report, overall section velocity (or particle velocity) will be used for es-
timating damaging ranges for surface ships under nuclear attack.

In the above discussion, horizontal motion has been ignored. For destroyers under at-
tack, horizontal motions do not cause much shock damage except to equipment mounted on
the hull. Surface cutoff acts to reduce horizontal motions, whereas it serves to increase
vertical motions that are the principal agent of shock damage for nuclear attack on surface
ships.

Damage to equipment involves stresses and strains, that is, relative displacement of
parts, with deformatior, of connecting members. Accordingly, relative displacement is
used as an indicator of damage, also. In many shock tests, lead displacement gages have
been used to measure relative displacement. However, such information is usually more

i4 valuable for establishing clearances than for determining strength requirements.
Shock spectra are also used for design purposes. Spectra consist of peak accelerations

X.• or relative displacements at selected frequencies. There is a simple relationship between
relative displacement and peak acceleration for elastic systems with one degree of freedom.

It should be observed that the ordinary shock spectrum recorder gives the peak effect on
lightly damped simple resonant systems of the motion applied to the base. The gage read-

0 ing does not necessarily correspond to the initial velocity but to the whole seqvance of mo-
tion. The response of a component reed is not necessarily identical with the response of a
larger system that interacts strongly with the base to alter the input motion.
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8.2 LOADS, MOTIONS, AND DAMAGE

Results of Operation \\ igwam and of Shot Wahoo indicate that, for deep bursts in deep
water, at least three disturbances may be expected at relatively close range: (1) the shoc's
ikave, (21 the pressure associated with the closure of cavitation, and (3) the reflection of

the shock wave from the bottom. In all the tests to date, the bubble pulses have not ap-
peared to contribute to shock damage.

Close up, the highest velocity tvill be produced by the direct shock \a'e. At more dis-
tant ranges, only the reflected wave will have an appreciable effect. At some ranges, the
direct and reflected waves and the pressure resulting from the closure of cavitation will
all have an effeEt. An example of this case is the EC2 in Wahoo.

In general, in order to determine safe and lethal radii it is necessary to know the mo-
tions that would be produced in a ship by all three components.

In shallow water the wave transmitted through the bottom will also give rise to motions.
Ho\ýever. such motions will generally involve lov, frequencies and only small aý...lrations.
When they occur, the effects may be ignored provided resonance does not occur.

The possibility of hull damage due to surface waves must be readily granted. Surface
waves mai excite intense whipping motions in ships oriented in the direction of propagation
of the waves. It is also known that breaking waves may damage superstructure. The pos-
sibility that waves can produce shock damage seems more remote. However, ships tossed
about by waves in a storm may sustain equipment damage that is not normally considered
to be shock damage.

High-speed motion pictures taken during Hardtack seem to indicate that the direct wave
produced the principal damage. Accordingly, herein the initial peak bodily velocity pro-
duced b~ the direct ;%ave wilb% aea h rniplidxo damage. However, the mo-

tion pictures also shoA that various components responded also to closure of cavitation
and, in Wahoo, to the pulse reflected from the bottom. The records from motoerized reed
gages suggest that some equipment could fail as a result of the overall response and res-
onance buildup, rather than as a result of the initial shock response.

V In more distant targets, the pulse reflected from the bottom was the chief agent in pro-
ducing damage. In these cases, the initial accelerations were small compared with those
for equal velocities produced by the direct wave. Presumably, for lok-frequency systems,
the peak values of velocities here would lead to damage equal in magnitude to that for equal
"velocities produced by the shock wave. For high-frequency systems, less damage might be
expected. For estimating safe ranges conservatively, equalit\ of damage ma\ be assumed.

8.3 SUMMARY OF DAMAGE TO SURFACE SHIPS IN
UNDERWATER NUCLEAR TESTS

U. S. underwater nuclear tests do not provide thorough exploration of the many variables
involved in correlating weapon size, attack geometry, and target response and damage.
Thus, Operation Wiguam had the specific objective of determining the lethal radius of a

given device attacking a selected type of submarine target in deep water. Because there
was no operating equipment on the targets, little information on shock damage was ob-
tained, however, motion measurements were made. Motion measurements were also ob-
tained on three YFNB's, which served as instrument barges for the measurements on the

=Ai submarine targets.
Available results from U.S. nuclear tests are briefly summarized in Table 8.1. The

target ships are listed in order of estimated peak particle velocity of the surface tater
'A ,near the ships. Because it is possible that surface waves contributed to both hull and
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shock damage in some cases, surfacv %%a~v heights tnrd lengths are also tabulated. Infer-
mation in the table was selected from References 3, 5, and 33 through 40.

8.4 CRITICAL LEVELS OF MOTION

In this section the damage data and estimated peak vertical particle velocities listed in
Table 8.1 are correlated.

It is somewhat unfortunate that the majorit3 of the listed ships were targets during S, ,t

Baker of Operation Crossroads. This test had the many complications characteristic (."
tests in sha!loN\ water. In addition, pressure-time and motion-time records were scant.

First, comparison of estimated particle velocity and observed peak velocities is neces-
sary. The results are given in the first column of Table 8.1. For deep water, the particle
velocities were calculated by using Equation 1.1 with a correction for refraction where
velocity-of-sound data was available. For Shot Umbrella, the particle velocities were cal-
culated from impulses determined from pressure-time histories measured near the sur-

face. Some of the velocities measured on the APA targets during Shot Baker were found to
correlate well with velocities determined from Equation 1.2 for a charge of 23.5 kt, and
the velocities from Equation 1.2 were used in lieu of more direct experimental data for
Shot Baker.

There is fair correlation between measured velocities and particle velocities. Peak
velocities observed on the keels or inner bottoms average higher than the estimated parti-
cle velocities.

Correlation of shock damage with particle velocity is good in some cases but less satis-
factory in others.

For the EC2 in Wahoo and Umbrella, correlation seems good.

In Wigwam, the YFNB13, at a particle velocity of 3.3 ft/sec, sustained no observed
damage.

The indications are that, in Shot Baker, for a given particle velocity, the damage was
high in comparison with that in other tests. The reasons for this are not known. It may
be that the material condition of the ships in Baker was not up to that of the other targets.
Velocity-time records on APA's (Reference 31 show late oscillatory motions of high ampli-
tudes, which may have provided large stresses and failures in systems having natural fre-
quencies nearly equal to that of the disturbance. It may also be that the very high surface

Al_ wave in Baker, coupled with the relatively shot wave length, influenced damage. Note the
. .very large difference in the surface wave data for DD474 in Umbrella and DD410 in Baker

"Similarly a large difference existed between EC2 in Umbrella and APA81 in Baker.
The lack of satisfactory correlation beteen Baker and other shots makes caution nec-

essarv in predicting other situations. The data for deep water, ho\%ever, is relatively
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consistent. It is true that YFNB12 in Wigwam exposed to a particle velocity of 8 ft 'see
sustained less serious damage than did EC2 in \\ahoo
or DD474 in Wahoo However, YFNB12 had only a
small amount of equipment aboard so that it cannot be considered typical of ships. It
seems logical that more reliance should be placed on DD474 and EC2.

Damage on EC2 was largely to cast-iron equipment.

i .1,

The records in Table 8.1 indicate that the hull velocities associated with damage under
nuclear attack are lo\\er than the velocities for corresponding damage under chemical-
weapon attack.

Correlations between velocity and damage observed from chemical-%eapon tests
thus cannot be directly applied to the nuclear-attack situation. The differences in damag-
ing effects betmeen chemical and nuclear attack can in man) cases be attributed to the dii-
ferences in the shock signatures for the two cases, which cause equipment to respond dif-
ferently to nuclear attack than to chemical attack.

In order to make predictions of material damage to surface ships under nuclear attack,
it is necessary to select a suitable set of load and damage correiations from the data
available, even if the data is not complete and consistent. On the basis of the information
presented in this section and on the definitions of material damage given in Reference 41,
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the following value.s of the peak vertical particle velocity of the surfact.. water from either
a direct or reflected wav%: have been taken to characterize various levels of material dam-
age:

Operational damage is defined in
Reference 41 as, "That deb"%e of damage to some vital ship control equipment or offen-
sive armament %%hich prevents 'Te ship from effectively carrying out her assigned mission.
Outside assistance is required to restore casualty. Ship is capable of retirement and has
reat-onable capabilit\ tor self defense. " Light damage is defined in Reference 41 as,
"That degree of damage that is within the immediate capability of the ship's force to re-
store at sea and which will restore full military capability."

The selections show the most probable levels of damage corresponding to the velocities
indicated. The velocity for a particular level of damage dependý on the. design and condi-
tion of ship equipment. Those shown are rather arbitrary and are drawn primarily from
results of tests on World War II DD's with or without old electronic equipment on bo, d.
Additional tests with operational ships are needed to improve these correlations and to re-
late degree of damage to the fighting capability of ships with modern equipment as required
for establishment of safe delivery ranges.

8.5 POSSIBLE EXTRAPOLATIONS TO DAMAGING

RANGES FOR SURFACE SHIPS

Tables 8.2 through 8.4 give computed distances corresponding to peak particle veloci-
ties as a function of selected weapons, yields, and depths of bursts. Table 8.2 is for the
direct wave, and Tables 8.3 and 8.4 give data for reflection from a flat bottom. The nec-
essary calculations were made from Equation 1.2. The bottom-reflection coefficient was
taken to be 0.97 - 0.71 cos A, where A is angle of incidence at the ocean bottom. This
coefficient agreet- approximately N"ith the effective coefficient observed in both Wahoo and

Wigwam.
From these tables may be prepared charts of ranges for various categories of material

damage based on vetocity criteria other than those used in this report.
In Figures 8.1 through 8.4 are plotted three levels of. material damage previously de-

scribed, Nvith ranges taken from Tables 8.2 and 8.3.
The ranges are horizontal ranges from surface zero to the center of the ship. So far as
is known the ranges apply to all surface ships with considerable equipment on board but,
except for Baker, records exist only for EC2's, destroyers, and YFNB's.

The ranges and particle velocities of Tables 8.2 through 8.4 apply only for depths of
burst 500 feet or greater. It also seems necessary tr restrict the estimates to conditions
where large surface waver or other phenomena peculiar to the Shot Baker geometry are
not expected. Estimates for shallow water may be made after information on pressures
and surface-wave generation become available. Figure 8.5 gives particle velocity versus
range for Umbrella.

The ranges are subject to uncertainties due to refraction effects (Table 8.5). For
greater assurance of safety for local water conditions in ..eliver. of nuclear devices, al-
lowance must be made in the ranges of.Figures 8.1 through -3.4. Figure 8.6 shows graph-

icallv the variations

8.6 SUMMARY OF DAMAGE TO SUBMARINES IN
UNDERWATER NUCLEAR TESTS

In order to gerneralize the Hardtack results, it is desirable to compare the data with
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pertinent data from other underwater nucleaz tests. By so doing, the parameters that ap-
pear to be important in producing shock damage may be determined. The data from two
shock tests with chemical charges will also be examined for possible clues.

The records of interest- are summarized in Table 8.6. V" ith two exceptions, the tests
\%ere either %%ith uninstrumented submarines that were completely equipped or with inctru-
mented targets that were unequipped, e.g., Squaws. The only instrumented tests with full%
equipped submarines were on SSK3 with nuclear charges and SS293 with chemical charges
(Table $.7).

The data is far from complete and definitive.. In general, it appears that for deep bursts
and deeply submerged submarines, shock damage occurs when hull damage also occurs.
For shallow submergence, shock damage seems more important and may occur without
excessive hull damage.

8.7 CRITERIA AND RANGES FOR SURFACING SHOCK
DAMAGE TO SUBMARINES

The available i.rormation is not enough to make possible firm conclusions as to the re-
lations among loads, response motions, and equipment damage for the wide variety of ge-
ometries possible in practice. As a result, predictions are necessarily somewhat nominal
and subject to uncertainty.

Table 8.7 contains motion-load data for selected targets in underwater explosion tests
against submarines involving both chemical and nuclear charges.

Although nuclear charges emit pressure %%aves of long duration as compared to chemical
charges, their use in shallo%% water or against shallow-submerged targets is relatively
less efficient than at large depths against deeply submerged targets (they are, of course,
still much more effective than chemical charges). This follows because of the interaction
of the shock wave with the water surface and the ocean bottom.

For shallow targets attacked by a deep burst, cutoff occurs. This phenomenon involves
the reflection of the compressional pressure wave from the water surface as a negative 0.
tension wave reducing, or cutting off, the pressure wave. The peak pressure is not re-
duced, compared to the free-field case, but the duration is. The incident impulse, i.e.,
the time integral of the pressure, is also reduced. Incident energy, proportional to the

'1l time integral of the square of the pressure, is likewise reduced.
In shallo% \\ater, the interactions are much more complex. In this case, both the peak

pressure and the duration are reduced, resulting in even greater attenuation of the impulse
and energy. For shallow target submergence, impulse and energy to produce given damage
may approximate that for a chemical charge. Either impulse or energy (shock factor) may
be taken as an index of damage potential.

For deep]\ submerged targets and deep bursts, where the pressure is sustained for a
relatively long time, a modified impulse criterion may be used as discussed in Section
8.7.3.

It is possible that the same nominal impulse would be more damaging in the case of
• nuclear attack, because the whole length of the submarine is attacked with equal severity.

More widespread danrage would occur. Although the local level of damage might be no
greater, the combined effects might require surfacing in the nuclear case and not for at-
tack with ordinary depth charges.

8.7.1 Nuclear Bursts in Shallow Water and Chemical Explosive Attacks.

(Damage to a suý:narine
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is defined in Reference 41 as, "Immobilized - That degree of damage which demands sur-
facing as the only possibility of survival.")

During Shot Baker, the SS184 had a relative bearing of 226', i.e., intermediate between
end-on and broadside.

(Moderate damage to a submarine is defined in Reference 41 as, "That
degree of damage that is within the capability of the ship's force to restore to an extent
which will permit limited offensive employment of the submarine. Repair facilities are
required to restore full military capability.")

End-on and side-on attack might be expected to produce different amounts of shock
damage. One reason for this is that, for broadside incidence, the bodily velocity would
rise approximately to particle velocity in the time required for transit of the shock wave
across the hull; for broadside incidence, transverse bodily velocity is probably the most
important motion. For end-on incidence, the longitudinal transit time is so great that
decay of the shock wave and cutoff result in small bodily velocity. For purely end-on at-
tack, the radial motion is the most significant motion; for oblique incidence, the trans-
verse motion may also be important.

Another factor to consider is that the shock wave has a component of impulse that mani-
fests itself by causing either doubling of the pressure upon incidence on a rigid surface or
doubi•ng of the velocity of an air-backed plate. Superficially, at least, doubling of the ve-
locity or the pressure would indicate that additional impulse in the end-on case would be
required to produce the same damage as in broadside attack.

Expectations seem to be verified by the results on Squaw 29, SS184, and SS428.

The results are of course not conclusive, and the
numbers are only rough estimates.

The data indicate that for tests with nuclear charges in shallow water or with chemical
charges, the extent of shock damage to equipment can be related approximately to the
value of impulse in the free-water shock wave. Although sufficient information is not
available concerning shock damage 'to actual equipment on an operating submarine to allo%ý
precise numerical values to be assigned to the impulse associated with a given degree of
damage, present indications are that an impulse somewhere would be likely
to cause immobilizing damage during an end-on atta *k against a submarine with hull diam-

I eter about 15 feet, and that an impulse somewhere would be likely to
cause immobilizing damage during a broadside attack. Approximately one-half of the
above values of impulse might be associated with damage classified as moderate.

For submarines of larger diameter, the critical values of impulse should increase lin-
,_,.• ~earl%' with diameter. In effect the impulse criterion is equivalent to a velocity criterion.

"8.7.2 Deep Nuclear Bursts With Shallow Submergence. For Waaoo, SSlU3 was sub-

merged at perixeope depth, and surface cutoff greatly reduced the duration of the pressure
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wave. The damage criteria used in the previous section may therefore be applied. Damag-
ing ranges for submarines in deep water may be estimated.

For deeper target submergence, the time to cutoff, and consequently the impulse, in-
crease. The potential for shock damage increases in proportion, as long as the cutoff
time remains short compared to response time for equipment damage. For greater cuto(f
times, the extra impulse should not produce additional shock damage. Some other param-
eter should be a more accurate index of shock damage in such situations.

8.7.3 Deep Bursts With Deep Submergence. Attack by deep burst on deep targets is a
likely tactical situn.io. Here, also, the data iJr scant. This geometry was involved in
Wigwa-rr rather than in Hardtack. The result is briefly mentioned here.

From the data for Squaw 13, it was concluded in Reference 6 that, on deeply submerged
targets possessing ordinary hull resistance, shock damage will be less important than hull
damage.

No general shock-damage criteria may be drawn directly from the tests on Squaws 13
and 12 in Wigwam. However, it appears logical to assume that the same impulse values
that were used for shallow submergence could be used for deep submergence. Because
the impvle that is acting after the shock wave has traversed the hull cross section does
not appreciably increase the bodily velocity (Reference 31), the critical impulse is calcu-
lated only up to the transit time.

B\ use of the impulse up to transit time as the index, calculations of damage ranges for
deep bursts and deep submergence may easily be made for different charge sizes and ge-

ometries. The ranges depend on hull diameter, size of device, depth of burst, depth of
;* ~ submarine, and oceanographic conditions. Because of the many parameters involved, no
A.,. general tables of damaging ranges are presented in this report.
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8.8 SUMMARY

Nuclear tests such as Shots Wahoo and Umbrella, involving ships containing mainly ob-
solete and inoperative equipment, cannot directly furnish all of the information necessary
for predicting safe or damaging ranges for modern, operational ships delivering under-
water nuclear devices. Information obtained from such tests provides information on the
relationship between loads and response, and the effects of the particular attack on the
shipboard installations tested. Although such information is crucial for eventual generali-
zation of predictions of safe and damaging ranges, it must be buttressed by damage data
from operating ships.

In order to obtain reliable predictions of safe and unsafe ranges for modern, operating
ships, the data from Hardtack must be supplemented. Of greatest importance is informa-
tion on the relationship between the severity of the shock motions and the resultant degree
of operational impairment for a modern ship, equipped with missiles and their accompany-
ing detection, tracking, and guidance systems. Such information is presently being ac-
quired by the testing of operating ships with chemical explosives.
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TABLE $.3 RANGES FOR VARIOUS PEAK VERTICAL PARTICLE VELOCITIES
OF THE SURFACE "'ATER OVER UNDERWATER NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS FOR WAVE REFLECTED FROM FLAT BOTTOM
5,000 FEET DEEP

HorizontMl range in yards from surface zero for indicated velocity in feet per second
'leiU Depth Peak Ver:ical Partichk Vuiocities

of Burst 4' 3 2 1
kt ft

2.5 500 ' 4,397
2.5 750 4.420
2.5 1,000 " 4,443
2.5 1,500 " 4,467
2.5 2,000 * * 4,477

5.0 500 t + 5,634
5.0 750 1,503 5,623
5.0 1.000 r 2.002 5,610
5.0 1,500 . 2.413 5,573
5.0 2,000 i 2,652 5,523

10.0 500 * 3,530 6,887
10.0 750 3,593 6,853
10.0 1,00v 3,649 6.513
10.0 1,500 1 t 3,736 6,727
10.0 2,000 i 1.655 3.796 6,630

30.0 500 3,575 5,546 9,060
30.0 750 3,636 5,536 9,017
30.0 1,000 1,756 3,668 5,527 8,910
30.0 1,500 2". 3,772 5,493 8,750
30.0 2.000 2,557 3,830 5,450 8,580

"Velocities 5 it see or greater do not occur for any of the conditions shown.
SIndicated velocity does not occur at any range.
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TABLE 8.4 RANGES FOR VARIOUS PEAK VERTICAL
PARTICLE VELOCITIES OF THE SURFACE
WATER OVER UNDERWATER NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIONS FOR WAVE REFLECTED FROM

K FLAT BOTTOM 10,000 FEET DEEP

Horizontal range in yards from surface zero for indicated
velocity in feet per second.

Depth Peak Vertical Particle Velocity
0 i ];O !'."t IP

2.5 500 *
2.5 750 t

2.5 1.000
,.5 1,500

2.5 2,000 1

5.0 500
5.0 750
5.0 1,000
5.0 1,500 t

5.0 2,000

10.0 500
10.0 750
10.0 1,000

10.0 1,500 6,213
10.(' 2.000 6,383

30,0 500 10,230
30.0 750 10.237
30.0 1.000 10,243

30.0 1,500 10,250
30.0 2.000 10.250

Velocities of 2 ft see or greater do not occur for any of the
conditions shown.

- Indicated velocity does not occur at any range.

TABLE 8.5 EFFECT OF REFRACTION ON THE SURFACE PARTICLE VELOCITY FROM
AN UNDERWATER NUCLEAR EXPLOSION

The data is summarized from ray calculations cha rge
fired at depth of 500 feet under various typical oceanographic conditions. The variation of

Pt,:, the velocity of sound with depth in the North Atlantic was taken from Reference 42, and

the ray calculations for Bermuda from Reference .13.

SOceanographic Condition Horizontal Range in Feet
2,000 3.000 4.000 51000 10,000

Surface water velocity in ft see

SIsovelocity water 13.0 5.1 3.2 1.9 0.5
North Atlantic (Average) 12.0 5.1 2.1 0.9 0.1
Bermuda (March) 13.4 5.7 3.9 1.9 0.6

Bermuda 'January) 16.0 6.9 3.8 2.1 0.5
. Bermuaa lAugust) 12.2 4.5 1.8 1.4 0.2

Eniwetok (Wahoo) 11.3 4.6 2.2 1.2 0.2
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions were drawn with respect to material damage to ships caused
by the shock waves from underwater nuclear explosions:

1. The shock-damage ranges for ships from underwater explosions depend greatly on

the design and condition of the machinery and equipment.
2. Additional tests to evaluate the shock strength of equipment on operating ships are

nteessar% in order to provide sufficient data for coi'relating shock load and damage. These
tests, which may bv carried out with large high-explosive charges, will provide a rational
basis for shock-hardening of equipment and for prediction of safe delivery ranges.

3.

4. Temperature gradients in the water increase or decrease the safe and damaging
ranges, e.g., at Eniwetok the range for moderate damage was 10 percent less than the
above value. At Bermuda in January the range is expected to be 7 percent greater.

5.

6. Information on shock damage on operating submarines is scant, and estimates of
damaging ranges for submarines, necessarily based on experience mainly with inoperative
ships or models, are subject to a large element of uncertainty.

"7.

8. Surface ships and submarines at periscope depth will be disabled by shock damage
to ship equipment at ranges at which no significant hull damage occurs.

9. Deeply submerged submarines can experience significant hull damage at ranges at
which appreciable shock damage occurs.

10. For deep bursts of nuclear devices in deep water, at least three disturbances may
be expected at relatively close range: the shock wave, the pressure associated with the
closure of cavitation, and the reflection of the shock wave from the ocean bottom. At dam-
aging ranges, the principal damage is produced by the shock wave, while at more distant
ranges only the reflected wave has appreciable effect. At some ranges all three disturb-
ances have effect. In shallo%% ,%ater, the wave transmitted through the bottom gives rise

to motions %%hich Qan in general be ignored for shock purposes. Bubble pulses do not con-
tribute to shock damage.
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11. Supports for propulsion machinery on destroyers are part!c ularly susceptible to
shock damage from nuclear explosions.

12.
13. In general, the propulsion and nuvigational machinery on merchant ships is sus-

ceptible to damage from underwater explosions. This results in part from the uge of
brittle materials and in part from the lack of consideration of shock resistance in design.

14. Electronic equipment is particularly susceptible to damage and detuning as a
result ol underwater explosions.. This results in part from the lack of consideration of
shock resistance in the design and Installation of equipment and inadequate shock testing
of assemblies.

9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. To evaluate the shock strength of equipment on operating ships and the ability of the
ship to perform its mission under service conditions, high-explosive shock tests of all
ship types are recommended.

2. To evaluate the adequacy of a modification of the destyroyer propulsion-system foun-
dation made following Hardtack and to assess the desirability of incorporating it in ex-
isting destroyers, underwater explosion tests with large chemical charges on DD474 are
recommended.

"3. To evaluate the shoc; strength of electronic, navigational, and new-type ordnance
equipment relative to that -f the propulsion system, its installation in a Hardtack-type
destroyer for underwate,' ..plosion shock tests is recommended.

"4. Gyrocompasses could well be redesigned to make their strength comparable with
that of other vital ship equipment.

5. A program for decreasing the vulnerability of equipment in merchant ships to under-
water explosion attack is recommended.

6. Oceanographic surveys should be conducted in areas of interest to determine tem-
perature gradients and bottom-reflection coefficients.

7. Tests should be condtucted on an operating submarine with large chemical charges to
study the development of equipment damage and the effects of duration and orientation on
shock motions.

8. The reliability of ship electronic equipment should be improved by more attentio?| tc
its design and installation, and by morv adequate acceptance-testing.
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